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East Long Beach… Big City, 
Small Town.  That is this issue’s theme, 
and unlike a lot of  our themes, I didn’t think this one 
up…everyone else did.

Since starting Long Beach 908 magazine, a publica-
tion dedicated to the people, teams and businesses of  
East Long Beach (90808, 90815, and 90803), we have 
interviewed countless incredible individuals who have 
come from, given back to, and made notable the East 
Long Beach area.  When our writers interview these 

people, who range from local teachers and coaches to artists, musicians, profession-
al athletes, small business owners, and outstanding citizens, we almost always ask the 
question…why do you love East Long Beach?
 
The answer we get back, again and again, at least in some form or capacity is, “I 
love East Long Beach because it has all of  the big-city amenities, with the feel of  
a small town.” As a writer, I tend to get tired of  hearing this answer.  It’s just that 
everyone says it and it gets a little cliché.  

But from a community examiner’s perspective, in the end, that answer is very real 
and holds true.  Maybe that’s why everyone says it.  It is certainly why so many 
choose to live in this great area, and a big part of  the reason our community churns 
out so many great and noteworthy residents.
 
So, in this issue of  our magazine we have decided to take a closer look at this 
unique combination and highlight the features that make our East Long Beach 
community both a big city and small town.  I think most of  our issues tend to focus 
on the small-town feel, but it really was interesting focusing on the big-city ameni-
ties, that let’s face it, most of  us really like and find quite convenient.

Think about it, how many cities actually have a seaport, airport, and access to five 
major freeways right in their backyard?  East Long Beach does.  We also have a ma-
jor University, a Community College, and oh yeah, a beach. A long one at that.  We 
have access to a Downtown and three major hospitals - all a short drive away, and a 
thriving big-industry district right here in the 908’.  It used to be Boeing aerospace; 
now a more diversified group of  companies is moving into Douglas Park.  All of  
these big-city amenities help create a positive and attractive vibe from a residential 
standpoint.  People want to move here and stay here. 

A big-city thank you goes out to Stacy Mungo’s office for helping us reach out to a 
lot of  these “big-city” institutions and true heartfelt, small-town appreciation goes 
out to the Spring Street Business Association for sponsoring some of  the content.

But what make East Long Beach a small town?  Well, that is a little harder to put 
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We love to hear from our readers!  Let us know what kinds 
of things you like to see in our magazine and any ideas for 

upcoming issues!  Life is Great in the 908!

(continue to page 4)
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MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE.
Our doctors listen to you and spend time to get to know you.  

When you choose MemorialCare Medical Group, you get 
award winning doctors and MemorialCare hospitals right in 

your own backyard. Choose Well. Choose MemorialCare.

866-276-3627
MEMORIALCARE.ORG/MEDICALGROUP

M E M O R I A L C A R E .  G O O D  F O R  Y O U .
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Business Owners
From Long Beach

16   Greg Gath, Don Gath Insurance    
       Alex Maltezos, Tenni Mocs Shoe Store
24   Eric Johnson, Legends Sports Bar
       Glenn & Kirstin Tidwell, 
 Freelance Motors
30   Bill Walton, William Walton D.D.S.
       Sue Beeney, New Hope Grief Support
31   Deborah Morris & Denise Jongerius,  
 Straw Hat Pizza
38   Elena Hassan, 
 Dream Come True Party Room
       Joe Maggiore, 
 Brew Kitchen Ale House
54   Janis Krantz, J&L Jewelry
       Adam Evans, 
 Long Beach Home Loan Corp.
61   Allie Wilson, Dixie James
       Clint Wilson, Prime by Shenandoah
70   Ryan Frazzetta, Alternative Surf
       Shawn Fitzpatrick, 
 University Trophies
78   Janine Ritter, EJ Malloys (Los Altos)
       Davis Zellmer, 
 Law Offices of Davis R. Zellmer
84   Mark Fortier, 
 Philly’s Best Cheesesteaks
       Sonny Davila, 
Davila Group Mortgage Planning

into words.  Most of  us feel it on a day-to-day 
basis, and our magazine tries to uncover a little 
more evidence to support that claim each and 
every issue.  Littered throughout the pages of  
this magazine you’ll see a lot of  text dedicated 
to us asking this question….What makes East 
Long Beach feel like a small town?  We share 
answers from business owners, neighborhood 
associations, and a lot of  good ole’ fashioned 
residents in their own words.

But a particularly great way to highlight “small 
town” Long Beach came as a suggestion from one of  our longest and most loyal adver-
tisers, Deborah Morris of  Straw Hat Pizza.  She, being a Millikan Ram alum, suggested 
that we highlight the business owners in East Long Beach who grew up here and then 
started a business right in their own hometown neighborhood.  So we did (I really just 
sat back and let other people think of  all the themes this time, didn’t I?).

I say it a lot but I think our small businesses are a major reason East Long Beach feels 
like such a friendly small town.  Have you ever noticed how you can drive through 
some of  the cities in say, Orange County, and no matter what intersection you’re at, you 
see the same 15 chain stores and restaurants?  Long Beach is different than that.  Not 
only are our various strip mall and business centers more unique, but our small busi-
nesses have so many of  their owners on-site, carrying out their passions. You can go 
into the store and talk to them and feel their love for working at something they believe 
in and maybe even thought up all on their own.  I (clearly) think that is really cool.

It’s even more impressive that so many grew up in Long Beach and decided to stay 
here to start their business.  That brings in a whole ‘nother dynamic of  small-town feel 
when you have a network of  neighbors and friends from a lifetime in ELB, supporting 
a network of  small businesses that are truly in touch with who their customers are and 
what their customers want.  There are so many of  these “hometown business owners” 
in East Long Beach it is inspiring.  For purposes of  space and gratitude, we highlighted 
the ones that regularly advertise with us, but there are many more.

It’s pretty amazing the things I was able to do and see while putting together this issue.  
I stood on the roof  of  a $21-million security building at the port; rode a boat out 
past the breakwater to an anchored Navy ship; met with public and private pilots; and 
learned about our city’s incredible history in aviation.  I toured amazing businesses that 
service our airport and cater to million dollar jets (and the million dollar folks who fly 
in them).  I walked through state-of-the-art facilities that house corporate headquarters 
right here in Douglas Park; and talked to lots of  big-time businesses doing big-time 
things here.  I even got to fly over the 908’ in a helicopter with the doors off  (see above 
picture), for a view of  the city unlike any I’ve ever seen.

But it’s funny, even with all that…far and away my favorite article to write was about 
the Wilson family (page 60), owners of  Shenandoah restaurant.  The Wilsons are a 
great 908’ family who have worked very, very hard for more than 30 years to build 
a thriving restaurant from scratch.  While doing so, they raised two children in ELB, 
instilling in them a work ethic and a dream - to follow their passions and never give 
up on the goal of  working for themselves.  Now both children have started their own 
businesses serving the East Long Beach community.

It’s a great story and reminds me of  why I love East Long Beach so much.  
Even though we have all of  these big-city amenities, families like the Wilsons 
create a small-town feel.  East Long Beach really is a big city and a small town.  
Sorry if  that sounds cliché… I couldn’t think of  a better way to say it.
           
       -John Grossi

We want to 
hear from you!
Do you have a unique story 

about why Life is Great in the 
908?  An interesting anecdote 
about a local experience?  Did 
your neighbor help you when 

you were in need?  
We want to hear from you!  

Post your story on Facebook.com
@lifeisgreatinthe908 and we just 

might print it in our next magazine!

Life is Great
in the 908!

(continued from page 2)
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An airport is the gateway to a new 
adventure. It is where vacations begin, 
reunions occur, visitors arrive, and 
loved ones say hello…or goodbye. 

Whereas most airports sit in the center 
of a big city with lots of traffic and very 
long lines, Long Beach Airport (LGB) 
is unique—it offers big-city adventures 
without the big-city hassles. 

Long Beach Airport is the perfect mix 
of big-city amenities with a small-town 
feel. Airport screening is quick and easy 
(unlike at other nearby airports), and 
the security staff is friendly—greeting 
travelers with a smile. The terminal, 
built in 2012, has a distinct Long Beach 
flavor, offering community favorites 
George’s Creek Café, Sweet Jill’s Bakery, 
Taco Beach Cantina, 4th Street Vine 
and The Boathouse, and more than 

200 small businesses are located at or 
around Long Beach Airport.

But even though it has a small-town 
vibe, Long Beach Airport brings big 
business to the city. Several major 
aviation companies call LGB home. 
These include Gulfstream Aerospace, 
providing completions and service to 
the most premier business aircraft in 
the world; FlightSafety International, 
offering high-quality flight simulator 
training and owned by Warren Buffet; 
and Signature Flight Support, the largest 
fixed based operator (FBO) chain in the 
world (more about them on page 13). 

These world-class companies attract 
high-level executives and Fortune 500 
leaders to Long Beach Airport on a 
yearly basis—many flying in, by the way, 
on private aircraft keeping their trav-

el mostly undetectable to the average 
Long Beach resident. From the multi-
million-dollar companies to the small 
businesses, the airport and its surround-
ing area serve as a booming economic 
haven to all of Long Beach.
 
But what truly defines Long Beach Air-
port, as well as the rest of our tight-knit 
community, is the people. 

Don Thompson, a small aircraft owner 
who has flown in and out of Long 
Beach Airport for more than 30 years, 
sat down with 908 Magazine to discuss 
his life as a flyer and the freedom that 
comes with it. His Midwestern accent 
and humble, gentle nature won us over 
instantly!

“I grew up interested in flying,” Thomp-
son said. “I grew up with Buck Rogers 

Our Hometown Airport

By Jonathan Murrietta
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on television, that sort of thing. As a 
kid, I used to make my own instru-
ment panels with cardboard boxes and 
compasses, and built all the models you 
could think of.”  

Thompson took his first airplane flight 
in high school. “We went out hunt-
ing coyotes in south-central Kansas,” 
Thompson said. “I would spot the coy-
otes from the air and then my friends 
on the ground would go hunt them 
down.” 

Thompson moved to Long Beach in 
1975. He was in college, and sitting on 
the beach down by Bayshore with a 
study group, when one of his friends 
had to leave to take his commercial 
check flight. Thompson went with his 
friend on the flight, and when he came 
back, he decided right then and there 
that he wanted to become a pilot.  

“I became a commercial pilot and did 
a number of things commercially, like 
pipeline flying, advertising, and tourist 
flying,” Thompson said. “I even carried 
mail for a while. Now I am a licensed 
general contractor, but I still fly at least 
once a week in my own planes.”

 “It’s a true 
community airport 

that gives a sense of 
what the city is all 

about by just walking 
through the terminal 

and seeing all the
 local restaurants,
 establishments, 

and people.”
-Jess Romo,
Airport Director, 

Long Beach Airport
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According to Thompson, it’s the freedom flying brings that 
makes it so much fun. 

“I fly my airplanes just like you drive your car,” he said. “The 
way our system is set up in this country, I can put the keys 
in my airplane, crank it up, and take off and go anywhere I 
want to go in the United States, anytime I want to, without 
asking permission. I’ve flown across this country many 
times. Everything is interesting from the air. I’ve been in 
weather of all kinds. I’ve learned how to fly in the clouds 
without seeing the ground. Flying gives you a whole differ-
ent perspective. It’s a sense of freedom.”

Thompson currently has five airplanes and three more that 
he uses for parts. His planes are based at Long Beach Air-
port’s Daugherty Field. 

“I’m 68 years old and I’ve seen all the changes at the airport 
since 1976, and it continues to change even today,” Thomp-
son said. “The airport still has a down-home country feel. 
You come in and have to walk off the airplane outside down 
the stairs and then go into the terminal. It’s a very comfort-
ing airport. All through the years, I’ve been a big support-
er of all the big events they have at Long Beach Airport, 
including the Festival of Flight, which I participate in every 
year. We put our planes out there for display.”

The private planes, small aircraft, and non-commercial 
pilots are just one part of the airport. Several major airlines, 
including America, Delta, Jet Blue and the recently added 
Southwest, fly in and out of Long Beach every day to des-
tinations all across the country. East Long Beach residents 
can be out their door, on a plane, and off for an adventure 
in less than an hour!

Long Beach 908 recently met East Long Beach resident and 
JetBlue pilot, Jenifer Gersbach, who told us a little bit about 
her 22 years as a pilot and how it all started.

Gersbach comes from a long line of flyers. Her grand-
mother was one of the daredevils who flew as a barnstormer 
for five dollars. “I always wanted to be a pilot, but I never 
thought I would do it professionally, because flying was 
something that I did for fun—not as a job,” she said. 

“I went to school for something else entirely. I went to UC 
San Diego and thought I was going to go into medicine, 
mainly anesthesiology. I got my pilot’s license at 17 years old 
and stayed involved with a flying club while going to school 
in San Diego, so I could keep flying for fun.” 

While still in college, Gersbach decided to make a change—
she transferred schools and took an internship with an 
airline. 

“It takes a lot of years and it takes a lot of luck, really,” she 

“Everything is interesting from the air. Flying 
gives you a whole different perspective. 

It’s a sense of freedom.”  -Don Thompson

 “I’d love to see Long Beach develop an enthusi-
astic, new generation of flyers, since we do have 

a history rooted in aviation.”  -Jen Gersbach

“I’ve been to all the airports in the area... in 
terms of your overall experience, Long Beach 
Airport is by far the nicest.”  -Jess Romo
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said. “Because you can go to school and 
get all of the qualifications, but you real-
ly have to have a passion for it to follow 
through.” 

Gersbach has been based at Long Beach 
Airport for two-and-a-half years, but it 
took her 11 years to get to Long Beach. 
She and her husband, who she met 
while working as a pilot, moved to Long 
Beach along with their two children and 
started working for JetBlue, their long-
time dream. Getting the dream job took 
passion and focus, which is exactly what 
is needed to perform her dream job.

“As a pilot, we work up to 16-hour days, 
which is not unusual,” Gersbach said. 
“So, flying home to Long Beach Airport 
with its great food vendors, consisten-
cy in operations, and local dedication, 
makes it so welcoming, and a place that 
we pilots take pride and ownership in.” 

“Long Beach fits a real niche oasis,” said 
Gersbach. “It is a pleasant place to be. 
The best thing about Long Beach Air-
port is that it is local but has worldwide 
accessibility. And just the accessibility of 
Long Beach in and of itself is a bonus. 
This place is all-encompassing and that’s 
the best part about it. It’s neat, clean, 
and tidy, and it’s a friendly airport.”

According to Gersbach, we need more 
pilots in the aviation industry. She’d love 
to see more kids interested in the pro-
fession—especially girls, because being 
a female pilot is still a rare occurrence. 
“There are all these wonderful places 
around Long Beach Airport where you 
can take flying lessons,” she said. “You 
can get your pilot’s license and start 
flying at 16. I’d love to see Long Beach 
develop an enthusiastic new generation 
of flyers, since we do have a history 
rooted in aviation.”

During the early days of aviation in 
Long Beach—after World War I, when 
wing walkers and stunt pilots ruled the 
day—pioneers of the skies emerged. 
Locally Earl Daugherty, also known 
as the godfather of Long Beach Avi-
ation, opened an aviation school on 
what is now Long Beach Boulevard. He 

Interesting Facts and Recent Awards
Long Beach Airport  (LGB)

• Long Beach Airport named the most affordable airport in the United 
States this year (2016), according to the seventh annual Airport Affordabil-
ity Index published by Cheapflights.com.
• Long Beach Airport named Best Airport for Dining in a USA 
Today/10Best.com Readers’ Choice poll (2016).
• Long Beach Airport awarded for Best Concessions Design in the Small 
Hub category from Airport Revenue News magazine.
• AirFlite- Long Beach Airport/Daugherty Field (KLGB) received national 
overall top ranking for an FBO by AIN survey of corporate pilots 2016.
• Gulfstream (based at Long Beach Airport) received  Robert J. Collier 
Trophy 2014 for development of the Gulfstream G650 Business Jet.

2
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developed Long Beach’s first aviation 
field at Willow Street and Long Beach 
Boulevard, and became instrumental in 
establishing its heir—the Long Beach 
Municipal Airport, located at Cherry 
and Spring Streets. Today the airfield at 
Long Beach Airport, where Gersbach 
flies in and out every week, is named for 
Earl Daugherty. 

“Long Beach Airport has been around 
since 1923. It was the first municipal-
ly-owned airport of its kind,” said Jesus 
Romo, the new Director at Long Beach 
Airport. Previously the manager of the 
Ontario Airport and Van Nuys Airport, 
Romo is a veteran with 19 years of expe-
rience as an airport executive. “It’s a true 

community airport that gives a sense of 
what the city is all about by just walking 
through the terminal and seeing all the 
local restaurants, establishments, and 
people.” 

One of the advantages of living in the 
Los Angeles Basin is that it’s served by 
five commercial airports—LAX, Bur-
bank, Ontario, John Wayne, and Long 
Beach. “I’ve been to all the airports in 
the area, and I’m not just saying this 
because I’m working here now, but in 
terms of your overall experience, Long 
Beach Airport is by far the nicest,” 
Romo said. “Once you’re here, the con-
cessions that are offered, and all of the 
amenities are second-to-none.”

According to Romo, Long Beach 
Airport is also one of the most afford-
able airports in the country. “JetBlue 
represents about 80 percent of the air 
carrier traffic here and that’s brought 
a lot of growth as they’ve added desti-
nations throughout the years. We offer 
affordable, direct flights to places like 
Reno and JFK. 

A day at the Long Beach Municipal 
Airport is not complete without taking 
a tour of the airport with one of the 
airport’s volunteer tour guides, like the 
very kind Deanna Hutchinson.

“I love this airport,” Hutchinson simply 
says. 

Hutchinson takes us up to a space on 
the 2nd floor that only the locals know 
about. It’s a room filled with old photo-
graphs of the airport, reflecting a time 
when Rosie the Riveters flocked the area 
during World War II, when Douglas 
Aircraft built military aircraft in and 
around the airport, and when Howard 
Hughes flew his famed Spruce Goose 
into Long Beach at the war’s end. It’s a 
glimpse of a different era.

Today, the airport is more than just 
a mere relic—it’s a hustling, bustling 
full-service airport with a warm, easy 
small-town feel.

Quick Map
1) Award-Winning LGB 
Terminal
2) Main runway 
3) Aeroplex/Signature 
Flight Support/(page 12-13)

4) JFI Jets (page 15)

5) IEX Helicopters Hangar (page 86)

6) Gulfstream (page 14)

7) Short-term Parking
8) Long-term Parking

1

3 5

•908•
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Curt Castagna understands the eco-
nomic benefits of  an airport like Long 
Beach’s. That’s why he’s the president 
of  the Long Beach Airport Associa-
tion (LBAA). He also understands the 
economic opportunities of  an airport 
like Long Beach (LGB). That’s why he’s 
the CEO of  Aeroplex.

Aeroplex is one of  the five member 
companies that make up the Aeroplex/
Aerolease group. As a development, 
construction, and property manage-
ment entity, with significant public and 
private airport experience, Aeroplex of  
Long Beach operates 12 acres of  prime 
property on the south side of  the Long 
Beach airport, visible from Spring 
Street. You’ve probably driven by the 
property before and maybe even briefly 
wondered what it was … but then gave 
up and moved on with your life

“Unfortunately there’s a large gap 
between what the general community 
knows about this airport and the reality 
of  what is happening over here,” says 
Curt. “People tend to just think about 
the airlines that fly into and out of  
LGB. But that only accounts for about 
5% of  the total airport operations here 
in Long Beach.” 

So what do the rest of  the operations 
taking place between Lakewood Blvd 
and Cherry Ave. look like? All sorts 
of  things are going on! Aeroplex’s 25 
hangars and two office buildings, with 
three floors each, house a lot of  them.

A company called Signature Flight Sup-
port is the world’s largest Fixed-base 
Operator (FBO) that runs an aviation 
full service support company out of  

the Aeroplex facility. That means they 
basically serve as a terminal for private 
charters and business aviation, “which 
should be huge business for the city of  
Long Beach,” says Curt.

A full 80% of  Fortune 500 companies 
operate their own aircraft, but even 
they make up only 3% of  the total 
business aviation operations at Long 
Beach Airport. All sorts of  companies 
small, medium, and large prefer to 
fly private jets instead of  commercial 
airlines. It’s faster, more productive 
in-flight, and most importantly, much 
more flexible. Commercial airlines 

really provide service to only about 550 
airports out of  the more than 19,000 
in the US. Any companies conducting 
business in non-major markets find 
that charter aviation saves a significant 
amount of  time and money: for exam-
ple, in contrast to scheduling endless 
connecting flights to get from Long 
Beach to somewhere like Sioux Falls.

Aeroplex is a leader in accommodat-
ing all such operations - and many 
more - for anyone who wishes to fly 
into Southern California. Besides 
many, many business people, frequent 
charter-flight visitors include members 
of  sports teams (whoever is playing 
the Dodgers, Angels, Ducks, or Kings), 
politicians (yes, both Trump and Hil-
lary have flown into Aeroplex to attend 
SoCal events), and celebrities.

Other operations at Aeroplex’s fa-
cilities include hangar renting and 
leasing space to both individuals and 
businesses like IEX Helicopters (see 
page 86). Any type of  airport service 
you can think of  needs a flexible and 
knowledgeable landlord. Enter Aerop-
lex. Consultants, contractors, lawyers, 
a flight school, and even a café all rent 
from Aeroplex to serve the economy 
of  the airport.

The multitude of  diverse businesses 
within the airport function quite well 
together thanks to Curt Castagna and 
other business leaders. “Within the 
confines of  the regulations that exist, 
our goal should be to maximize the 
business of  aviation to its fullest poten-
tial,” says Curt.

Aeroplex is a business that has thrived 
on realizing the opportunities and 
benefits of  having an airport like Long 
Beach in our backyard.

Curt’s current mission is to work with 
other businesses along the Spring St. 
corridor and beyond to help them real-
ize how the airport can make their lives 
and businesses better.

“People tend to just 
think about the air-

lines that fly into and 
out of LGB.  But that 

only accounts for 
about 5% of the to-

tal airport operations 
here in Long Beach.”

-Curt Castagna
CEO of Aeroplex and

President of Long Beach 
Airport Association

Understanding the 
Airport EcoSystem

Aeroplex

•908•

By John Grossi
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Signature Flight Support is the world’s largest fixed based operator (FBO) 
chain. Simply put, it’s a private jet terminal located on the grounds of Long 
Beach Airport. 

It is also the largest service organization for aviation operators in the world.  With 
200 locations, Signature Flight Support connects its operation in Long Beach to 
FBO’s all over the globe.

“The real advantages in Signature really are all about our network capabilities,” said 
Eric Hill, Area Director for Signature, “Being at 200 locations worldwide creates 
a lot of great benefits for our clients like accessibility, cost incentive, and service 
quality and standardization. We are able to offer more in those areas than our com-
petitors.”

This big, world-class company attracts high-level executives from around the globe, 
Fortune 500 business leaders, and celebrities looking to take advantage of their 
friendly and exceptional service. Needless to mention, Signature’s facilities, based 
out of the Aeroplex complex at Long Beach Airport, are clean, comfortable and 
well-furnished.  They even provide hot cookies, Internet, and Wi-Fi along with a 
conference room, vending machines, pilot supplies, crew lounge, snooze room, 
showers, and television. 

Signature Long Beach has about 25 employees, some of whom have been working 
there for over 20 years.  Services include fueling, hangar and office rentals, ground 
handling, maintenance, and a wide range of crew and passenger amenities that are 

second to none at strategic domestic 
and international locations. 

Eric Hill has nothing but positive 
things to say about directing Signature’s 
services out of the Long Beach Airport.  
“Some people don’t realize how fabu-
lous of an airport this is.  We have great 
infrastructure, expansive runways, and 
top notch operations.  Unfortunately, a 
lot of the private aviation business here 
was built on manufacturing that has 
left.  We are doing everything we can to 
reenergize this airport and get a bigger 
residency base.  We have great people 
and services on this field, we just need 
to rebuild the business to what it was!”

The World’s Largest Fixed 
Base Operator
Signature Flight 
Support

•908•

Eric Hill
Area Director

Signature Flight Support

By Jonathan Murrietta
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By John Grossi

Gulfstream Aerospace Corp.’s mission is to create and deliv-
er the world’s finest aviation experience. A key element of 
that experience is the cabin interior, which can serve as an 
extension of operators’ offices and homes. 

Gulfstream’s Long Beach facility serves as one of the com-
pany’s three completions centers and handles the flagship 
Gulfstream G650ER, the G650 and the G550.  The Interior 
Design team works very closely with customers to tailor an 
interior that best suits their needs for the types of missions 
they undertake. Customers on a large-cabin aircraft may 

spend up to 15 hours at a time on board, so the interior 
must be flexible enough to serve as a productive space to 
work in, unwind, and get a good night’s sleep.

The Long Beach facility is also the home to a sales and 
design center as well as the West Coast service center, and 
supports all models of in-service Gulfstream aircraft. 

Gulfstream has had a presence in Long Beach since 1986, 
beginning with 100 employees and a completions center—
the service and maintenance were added in 1989. As the 
fleet grew, the company added more space to better serve 
their customers flying to and from Asia Pacific. The Long 
Beach Airport has proved a great location for the facility. 
According to Gulfstream, “The workforce in Long Beach is 

outstanding!” More than 800 employees, including con-
tractors, work at Gulfstream Long Beach, and they range 
from technicians to engineers and completions specialists, 
furniture and interior craftsmen, and sales associates. 

Gulfstream and Long Beach have become great partners 
through Gulfstream’s efforts to give back to the commu-
nity regularly, working with organizations such as the 
Ronald McDonald House, the National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society, the American Red Cross, Long Beach Rescue 
Mission, the Boys and Girls Club of Long Beach, and the 
Salvation Army Project Angel Tree program, among oth-
ers. Gulfstream aims to strengthen the communities where 
employees live and work—and that’s something we can all 
get on board with!

Setting Standards in 
Business Aviation
Gulfstream 
Long Beach

•908•
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In the early days of Long Beach 
aviation, world-renowned local 
pilots like Earl Daugherty would 
show off their top-of the-line 
airplanes for anyone and everyone 
who wanted to see.  The daredevil 

aviators would fly their new planes over 
the coast along Ocean Blvd, and do crazy 
stunts like walk out on the wings, in order 
to publicize the machines and the sport.

Back in the 1920s and 1930s planes cost 
hundreds, maybe up to thousands of 
dollars.  These days the private jets built 
by Gulfstream and others cost millions, 
sometimes up to hundreds of millions of 
dollars.  The clientele that fly into Long 
Beach on those jets don’t want to be seen 
by the masses.  They usually don’t even 
want to book their own hotel rooms or 
schedule their own cab.

That’s where JFI Jets comes in.  

JFI Jets is a Fixed Base Operator (FBO) 
service that provides airport space into 
which private jets can fly in and out as 
they please.  What differentiates JFI in 
Long Beach from other FBO’s is their 
concierge service and close attention to 
ease and comfort along every step of the 
client experience.

Flying into Long Beach for a business 
meeting in LA?  JFI not only harbors your 
aircraft safely, they clean it, fuel it, arrange 
your hotel stay, transportation, dinner res-

ervations, recreational activities, and pick-
up prior to your return to Long Beach 
airport and your journey back home.

When you think about it, it’s really the 
only way to fly (says me, a guy who gets 
ecstatic just to be placed in the exit aisle in 
coach so I get a little more leg room)!  It’s 
cool to know that even with Long Beach’s 
great location between LA and Orange 
County, most aircrews stay in East Long 
Beach hotels near the airport and patron-
ize 908’ businesses during their business/
pleasure stay in SoCal.

If that way of life sounds like a far cry 
from the aviators of old who were dare-
devils and lovers of altitude and face 
wind, it most certainly is.  But interesting-
ly enough, JFI Jets harbors many of the 
stunt-devil, hobbyist pilot planes as well.

A walk through the JFI hangars reveals a 
true dichotomy in the directions of avia-
tion.  Parked next to a $60-million G650 
luxury aircraft sits a two-seater stunt 
plane with a GoPro camera attached to 
the dashboard. 

So what’s the commonality that ties both 
luxury planes and smaller private planes 
together at JFI Jets?

“Freedom,” says JFI Jets Long Beach 
Director of Operations Damon Danneker.  
Aircraft enthusiasts of all types seem to 
share that common lust for the unbridled 
freedom of the air.

“America is the only country on earth 
where a private plane can just fly into an 
airport unannounced and a place like 
us will take care of it,” he explained. “In 
Europe, if a plane tried to enter an airport 
without scheduling ahead of time, the 
tower wouldn’t even let it land.”

In Long Beach, however, these unbe-
knownst pilots and charters of the Wild, 
Wild West are allowed to land impromptu 
at Long Beach Airport (as long as they are 
under the noise ordinance), and JFI Jets 
is one of the businesses located on airport 
grounds, happy to accommodate them.

Whether it be a music icon chartering 
in on leather seating, or a private pilot 
landing in Long Beach to avoid a storm, 
chances are they both could use a place to 
shelter their plane, some advice on where 
to eat, and a little of that ole Long Beach 
hospitality that JFI is ready to give!

Come One, Come All!
JFI Jets

“America is the only 
country on earth 

where a private plane 
can just fly into an 

airport unannounced 
and a place like us 
will take care of it”
-Damon Danneker

Director of Operations, JFI Jets •908•

By John Grossi

By John Grossi
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Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in the Los Altos 
neighborhood in East Long 
Beach. I attended the Teddy 
Bear Preschool, St. Joseph 
Elementary School, and St. 
Anthony High School.     
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
Growing up, I actively par-
ticipated in scouting, which 
involved community service 
and diverse outdoor activi-
ties. In high school, I com-
peted as a distance runner 
on St. Anthony’s track and 
cross-country teams. I was 
also a part of St. Anthony’s 
“Academic Challenge Bowl” 
team—do you remember 
that high school quiz show 

program on Long Beach’s 
cable channel?   My quintes-
sential Long Beach mem-
ories from my youth are 
the buoyant runs along the 
beach with the St. Anthony 
high school cross country 
team after school. Our runs 
started at our downtown 
Long Beach school and took 
us sometimes as far as the 
jetty and back.    
  
Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
Don Gath Insurance Agen-
cy provides Long Beach 
families with a one-stop 
local resource for all of their 
insurance needs.  As Inde-
pendent Insurance agents, 
we represent multiple com-
panies.  This enables us to 

help families identify the in-
surance best suited for their 
particular circumstances.      
 
Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
We see Long Beach as 
more like a small town 

than a big city as we help 
generation after generation 
with their insurance. We 
see children of our custom-
ers staying in Long Beach, 
starting families of their 
own, and strengthening their 
relationships with us, and 
their community.    

Greg
Gath Don Gath InsuranceQ&A

Alex
Maltezos Tenni-Mocs Shoe StoreQ&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in Los Altos and 
I went to Wilson and had a 
brief stint at CSULB.

Q: What is a fond 
memory you have from 
growing up that is unique to 
Long Beach?
I still get customers coming 
into my store who moved 
away and have since come 
back but have wonderful 
memories of my grandfather 
and older family members. 
One of my favorite stories 
that my grandfather told 
was of how when he opened 
his store, he approached 
a neighboring shoe store 
and they both agreed to 
not sell the same product. 
That way they could both do 

good business. That kind of 
willingness to work togeth-
er gives me a “warm and 
fuzzy” feeling.

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
I specialize in comfort 
shoes and fitting problem 
feet. I work closely with 
podiatrists and physical 
therapists to make sure 
the patient/customer get 
the correct shoe for his or 
her foot. if we can get it 
right the first time and fix 
the problem quickly, then 
it saves everybody a lot of 
time and money. I am well 
versed in common foot 
ailments and problems 
associated with diabet-
ics and I base my buying 

around them, but it doesnt 
hurt if the shoes look good 
too, right? Orthopedic shoes 
have a bad stigma of being 
ugly. I’m working to change 
that. Ive also started deliv-
ering to our customers who 
can no longer drive. 

Q: Why did you choose to 
start your business in Long 
Beach?
My grandfather moved here 
from The Bronx and loved 
sunny Long Beach so much 
he never wanted to leave. 
We stay because of our 
loyal clientele!
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What makes a great 
neighbor? 
Pride of ownership? Community 
involvement? Friendly demeanor?
Helpful attitude? 

While we often think of our neighbors 
as people who live near us, East Long 
Beach has one very prominent and 
famous neighbor – California State 
University, Long Beach. Local residents 
can easily overlook the 35,000+ stu-
dents, faculty and staff that make up the 
CSULB population. (Currently, more 
than 2,000 East Long Beach residents 
are studying at CSULB.) But they are a 
major part of our community – living, 
working, shopping, eating, and enjoying 
East Long Beach.  

CSULB has been creating jobs, provid-
ing higher education, and enriching 

the lives of Long Beach residents since 
1949. And recent academic research 
supports the positive impact that col-
leges and universities can have on the 
surrounding community. Studies are 
indicating that universities are increas-
ingly important engines of growth for 
their local economies. Not only do they 
have direct economic impact by provid-
ing jobs and bringing in a new popula-
tion to frequent local businesses, local 
colleges help to raise the skills of an 
area’s workforce by educating potential 
workers and raising a region’s demand 
for skilled workers. 

“Having an intellectual life here is good 
for the community,” said Mark Wiley, 
Associate Vice President for Faculty 
Affairs at CSULB. “It creates new op-
portunities for the community to learn 
and grow.”

East Long Beach and Cal State Long 
Beach are irrevocably intertwined. From 
the image of the blue pyramid to the 

908 zip code—the campus is an icon of 
the city, especially on the East Side. But 
many East Long Beach residents are un-
aware of the opportunities that they can 
take advantage of on campus at CSULB. 
One glance at CSULB’s events calendar 
(http://specialevents.csulb.edu/mas-
tercalendar/) could help you fill your 
schedule for months. Many events are 
open to the public and local community 
members are encouraged to attend. 

Over the past 10 years, CSULB has 
made an investment in becoming 
more involved in the East Long Beach 
community it inhabits. From numerous 
campus groups that volunteer in the 
local community, to the Mobile Science 
Museum, which brings science learning 
to local schools and events, to various 
on-campus career and educational sup-
port centers open to the public, CSULB 
has made serving the surrounding Long 
Beach area a part of their mission.

One major initiative for CSULB is the 

BIG CITY: BIG COLLEGE

CSULB Makes A Great Neighbor 
In East Long Beach

By Jennifer Newton
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Long Beach College Promise program, 
which extends the promise of a college 
education to every student in the Long 
Beach Unified School District. Orga-
nized in 2008, this dynamic partner-
ship between CSULB, the City of Long 

Beach, Long Beach City College, and 
LBUSD has exponentially increased the 
number of applications, admissions, and 
enrollment of Long Beach residents at 
CSULB and LBCC. CSULB continues to 
maintain its commitment to accepting 

all eligible LBUSD high school gradu-
ates that apply, even during a time when 
some regional collages and universities 
are moving away from guaranteed ad-
missions for local eligible students. Now 
that is a good neighbor!
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Why two East Long Beach residents and CSULB 
employees value our University neighbor: 

Holly Ferris knows Long Beach. 
She grew up in North Long 
Beach, attended David Starr Jor-
dan High School, graduated from 
CSULB, has lived in Belmont 
Heights and Signal Hill, and now 
resides in the Plaza neighborhood 
of East Long Beach. For a decade 
she has relished her role as a 
part-time professor in CSULB’s 
Journalism Department, view-

ing it as another wonderful way to 
be involved in the community she 
loves. Now raising her own children 
in East Long Beach, Ferris appre-
ciates even more that her children 
have the opportunity to go to a 

quality public university right here in their own backyard, thanks 
to the Long Beach College Promise.

“Long Beach is a big city, with a little-city feel. And the University 
is part of that,” said Ferris. “I love that people from all over the 
state and country, who know nothing about Long Beach, come to 
CSULB and end up falling in love with the city.” 

For almost 30 years, 
Los Altos resident 
Mark Wiley has made 
CSULB his second 
home. From complet-
ing his undergradu-
ate studies there, to 
becoming a professor, 
to his current role 
overseeing faculty 
personnel matters, 

Wiley has counted 
CSULB an essential 
part of his life, and 
the East Long Beach 

community at large. 

“Having CSULB in East Long Beach is good for the 
community,” he said. “The campus offers so many op-
portunities for local children and community mem-
bers to engage in learning, culture, sporting activities 
and intellectual life. There are things happening on 
campus every day that are open to the public.”

Holly Ferris
Professor/Lecturer

Department of Journalism
and Mass Communication

Mark Wiley
Associate Vice President

for Faculty Affairs

In Their Own Words
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49er Camp
It’s practically a rite of passage for children to attend 

at least one session of 49er Camp during their 
summer vacation. With plenty of physical activities—

including swimming, volleyball, archery, bowling 
and more—49er Camp is an enjoyable learning 

experience on the beautiful CSULB campus.

Earl Burns Miller
Japanese Garden

Enjoy the beauty and serenity of this 1.3-acre 
Hill and Pond Japanese-style garden. 

Open to the public Tuesday – Friday 8:00 am – 
3:30 pm and Sunday noon – 4:00 pm. 

Sporting Events
Like sports? You’ve got the next generation of 
athletes right in your backyard. Cheer on the 
basketball and volleyball teams in the iconic 
Walter Pyramid. Or get season passes for the 

Dirtbags, CSULB’s baseball team that has made four 
College World Series appearances.

Carpenter Performing 
Arts Center

Each season the Carpenter Center presents a variety 
of music, dance, family, comedy and cabaret events, 
in a world-class facility modeled after the Lincoln 

Center in New York City. 

CSULB Makes A Great Neighbor 
In East Long Beach (cont.)
CSULB Activities Open to the Community:

•908•
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Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
We lived on the Peninsula—
in fact my parents still live 
in the same house that my 
brother and I grew up in. You 
can say that I haven’t gone 
very far—I went to Naples, 
Rogers, Wilson and Long 
Beach State.
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
Like most of my friends 
who lived in the Shore, I 
surfed, sailed, did Junior Life 
Guards and 49er Camp, and 
of course spent as many 
weekends on Catalina as 
possible. It was important 
for my parents to keep us 
active and take advantage 
of all the wonderful things 

that make Long Beach so 
unique. I think summers 
in Long Beach are quite 
special.
  
Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
Legends in the Shore—well 
it’s been a real privilege to 
become a part of some-
thing so special and iconic 
to Long Beach. There’s 
nothing like being at Leg-
ends and watching some 
amazing sporting event 
unfold with more than 300 
people cheering, laughing, 
and sometimes crying. Just 
yesterday we watched and 
listened to Vin Scully call the 
10th inning home run that 
clinched the West for the 
Dodgers in his last home 

broadcast—it was magical!
 
Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
I see it every day, in fact my 
kids tease me about it. I’m 
always saying ‘hi’ to people 
everywhere we go—at the 

park, Billing’s Hardware, 
walking down Second 
Street, getting breakfast at 
Chuck’s, getting gas wher-
ever. I always see someone 
I know. In a big city like ours, 
“The Shore” and the East 
side feel like a very small 
town at times!

Eric
Johnson Legends Sports BarQ&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
Glenn: I grew up in Lake-
wood Village on Pepper-
wood Ave. I attended Mark 
Twain, Hoover, Lakewood 
High, and LBCC.  
Kirstin: I grew up on Gray-
wood Ave. in Lakewood 
Village. I attended Nursery 
school at Lakewood Village 
Community Church, Mark 
Twain, Hoover Jr. High & 
Lakewood High. 

Q: What is a fond 
memory you have from 
growing up that is unique to 
Long Beach?
Glenn: In 1972 I attended 
Long Beach City College 
and was a gymnast under 
long time coach, John Dra-
ghi. I won a State Champi-

onship in the parallel bar. My 
team was State Champions 
as well.
Kirstin: I have memories of 
my dad taking me to the old 
Dooley’s Hardware store 
in North Long Beach (pre 
home depot).  It was always 
a special treat to get a fa-
mous 10-cent Dooley’s Hot 
Dog & Soda!  

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
We are a full service auto 
repair shop, servicing ALL 
makes and models, not just 
VW’s.  Our #1 rule is hones-
ty & integrity.  Our mission 
statement is faith, trust and 
confidence established by 
consistent quality, caring 
service time after time!  

Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
Kirstin:  Growing up here 
has provided me with con-
nections to my neighbors, 
life-long friends, and new 
friends through school, our 
business, and our family 

church, Lakewood Village 
Community Church  
Glenn: I really appreciate 
908 magazine, which brings 
our community closer.  Every 
time I open the magazine 
I see people I know and  
learn they own businesses 
that are useful to me.

Glenn and Kirstin
Tidwell Free Lance MotorsQ&A
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How do you think East Long Beach is like a small town?
“My husband's family lived on the north and east sides of Long Beach since 1944. They “My husband's family lived on the north and east sides of Long Beach since 1944. They 
came out from Sanford, Maine to work in the shipyards.  His parents rented various du-
plexes, finally buying what is now our home on Stearns in 1966. As second owners, my 
in-laws were part of the original homeowner's association. In 1979, my husband and I 
were married and he moved me, my two boys, a collie, a cat, and a rabbit and lots of 
rocks (from my classroom) from Northern California. The boys attended Gant, Stanford, 
and Millikan and moved on. I'm widowed now, but still living here and have the feeling 
of being in a smaller town as I see neighbors to talk to on my walks, shopping at of being in a smaller town as I see neighbors to talk to on my walks, shopping at 

Trader Joe's, and attending church on Willow at St. Gregory's.”
                             
                             - Lurlie Edgecomb
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One department that has benefited 
immensely from new improvements 
has been the Culinary Arts Depart-
ment. Their new building includes seven 
instructional kitchens equipped with 
television monitors for students to view 
professor demonstrations on culinary 

techniques, as well as industrial, commer-
cial-grade, stainless steel appliances for 
cooking and food preparation. 

What separates LBCC’s Culinary Arts 
Department from other culinary arts 
programs is the new, student-run bakery 

and restaurant open to the community.  

The Bakery is open 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 
p.m. and offers a variety of  pastries, 
paninis, coffee and more. The Bistro 
opens for lunch at 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
and offers a fine-dining experience that 

Long Beach City College has been helping students with their academic endeavors since 1927. 
With higher education skyrocketing in prices every year, the school plays a vital role in providing 
a high-quality, affordable college education. Programs like “College Promise” (learn more at long-
beachcollegepromise.org) support our Long Beach students and allow them to pursue their dream of 
completing a college education. LBCC is dedicated to all students’ success and positively impact-
ing the Long Beach community. Recent upgrades and renovations have transformed LBCC into a 
state of the art campus, with brand new facilities that rival most four-year universities. “Our mis-
sion as a city college is to prepare our students not only for the next phase in their educational 
careers but to help them succeed in life with whatever endeavors they choose to pursue,” said 
Stacey Toda, Associate Director of Communications. Long Beach City College continues to im-

prove facilities and programs so as to positively impact young people, not only in Long Beach but 
in the surrounding southern California communities as well. 

Program Spotlight
To showcase LBCC’s dedication to preparing work-ready graduates, 
let’s take a look at its culinary arts program and facilities

A COMMUNITY COLLEGE

LBCC Serves East Long Beach in 
More Ways Than One

By Ryin Amador
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rivals most professionally run restaurants. 

“The students are thrust into a real-world 
experience, where they gain vital experience 
with customer service, handling the counter, 
preparing food in a fast-paced environment, 
and presenting themselves in a professional 
manner,” explains Stacey Toda, associate 
director of  communications. 

The program is so successful that it at-
tracts students outside of  the Long Beach 
area. Consider Sergio Lopez, who lives in 
Ontario and wakes up at 4 a.m. in order to 
attend the Culinary Arts Program and take 
advantage of  the newest features offered by 
the program.

“The Bakery and Bistro program gives me 
the hands-on training that is needed in order 
to succeed in the service industry,” said 
Lopez. “It was definitely a feature that aided 
my decision-making process in choosing 
LBCC over other culinary arts programs 
that were more local to me.”

Even before the improvements, the Culinary 
Arts Department had long been a top pro-
gram at LBCC. Take it from Chef  T, Head 
Chef  at the Federal Bar in Downtown Long 
Beach and a product of  the program.

“The faculty gave me the essential tools 
and knowledge to have success in the real 
world,” explains Chef  T. “Now with the 
revamped department and all of  the won-
derful new resources, the students will most 
certainly get the proper training to have 
their own success.”

Chef  T notes that the restaurant business 
isn’t an easy industry to get into. There 
will be some tough times ahead for each 
student, but the new facilities at LBCC will 
help prepare them for any challenge that 
comes their way. 

The above sentiment could be broadened 
to LBCC students across all of  the school’s 
great departments.  Nothing after high 
school is guaranteed or easy, but for those 
who choose to apply themselves while 
attending their hometown community 
college, they can be confident knowing their 
education is second to none in quality and 
affordability. •908•
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Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in El Dorado Park 
South and attended Tincher, 
St. Joseph Elementary, St. 
Anthony High School, and 
CSULB. 
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
Growing up we did all kinds 
of things. We played wif-
fle ball in the street, rode 
skateboards in El Dorado 
park, fished on Belmont 
pier, boogie boarded in Seal 
Beach, played baseball at 
St. Joseph, and golfed with 
St. Anthony. Now, I enjoy 
spending time golfing at 
the local courses and kite 
boarding in Belmont Shore. 
  

Q: What is a fond memo-
ry you have from growing 
up that is unique to Long 
Beach? 
On our street they have a 
block party every year at 
the end of the summer over 
Labor Day weekend. This 
block party has been going 
on since before I was born. 
I remember the talent show 
was a big deal—all the kids 
and parents would get in-
volved in the performances. 
The best part of the party 
was always the potluck 
dinner in the street with all 
the delicious dishes people 
brought. The block party still 
goes on today. 
 
Q: Why do you think East 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?

 When I was in high school 
at St. Anthony, I had friends 
from all over the city of 
Long Beach. I remember 
having friends over and 
getting comments like, “I 
can’t believe you know your 
neighbors.”  I thought it was 
common to have such a 

tight-knit community, but I 
learned from some of my 
friends that this was unique. 
I am sure there are plenty 
of areas in Long Beach that 
have a small-town feel, and 
I was blessed to grow up in 
one such area—East Long 
Beach.    

Bill
Walton Dr. Bill Walton, D.D.S.Q&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
Our family moved to North 
Long Beach near Compton 
College when I was 6. I 
attended Starr King elemen-
tary, Hamilton Middle School, 
and Jordan High School.
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
In high school, I was the 
head cheerleader of our 
squad, and my husband was 
one of the football stars. My 
husband and I met in middle 
school and began dating in 
our first year of high school. 
We have been married for 
47 years now. We have two 
sons, two special daugh-
ters-in-law, and five precious 
grandsons.   

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
New Hope Grief Support 
Community provides hope 
and healing for people 
after a loved one dies. The 
organization was born from 
my experience as a hospice 
nurse and from my own 
personal losses of very spe-
cial people in my life. I saw 
the need to do something 
about the layering of grief 
in my own life and the lives 
of others. Prior to becoming 
a hospice nurse, I lost my 
father just after graduating 
high school and a short time 
later my best friend Sandy 
died at age 34 from can-
cer. For 14 years, I offered 
New Hope grief groups as 
a volunteer. I wrote a book 

on grief to provide tools and 
insights that might prove 
helpful for those, like me, 
who worry that life won’t be 
meaningful after the death 
of a loved one. In 1999, my 
husband Rick, our friend 
Wayne Twedell, and I ac-
cepted a challenge from our 

pastor, Dr. Lou Huesmann 
at Grace Brethren, to “get 
out of these seats and into 
our city taking the love of 
God to the hurting, hungry 
and lonely.” We decided the 
way we would do this was to 
make New Hope an official 
non-profit organization. 

Sue
Beeney New Hope Grief SupportQ&A
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Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
Deborah: I grew up in Plaza 
and went to Marshall and 
Millikan.
Denise: I grew up in the 
South of Conant neighbro-
hood and went to Burcham, 
Marshall, Millikan, and LBCC.
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
Deborah: I loved my tur-
quoise blue ‘67 Mustang. 
I got it when I was 16 and 
I loved working on it.  We 
would take it to all the drive-
in movie theatres and sneak 
our friends in the back. The 
drive-ins were the best. I 
also remember ice-blocking 
down a big hill at the park. 
That was a ton of fun.

Denise: I remember as a 
child we would always be 
playing outside with all 
our neighborhood friends. 
We could do whatever we 
wanted until the streetlights 
came on and we had to 
come into the house. We 
would always beg our parent 
to let us stay out longer! I 
also remember the drive-in 
theatres, they were such a 
great time, I wish we still 
had them.

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
We are a friendly place 
where you can throw your 
birthday parties, graduation 
parties, retirement paries, 
team parties, whatever!  And 
we have great Pizza!

 
Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
Deborah: It’s the commu-
nity and the people. The 
people are family-oriented 
and friendly.  You go to the 
grocery store and you know 

everyone.  That’s what a 
small town is all about.
Denise: Because of this 
business we know so many 
residents who are our 
customers. Then we run into 
them all over town out shop-
ping at the same business-
es that we go to. 

Deborah Morris
Denise JongeriusQ&A Straw Hat

Pizza



32 Movies on the Beach, Concerts in the Park, Stroll and Savor...East Long Beach residents out and about!

Ryan, Steph, and Lily The Newton Family

Zoe, Daniel, Pedro, Julia, and Corina Jason, Judy, and Jennifer

Lauree and Bea Alyssa and Anthony Jeff and Kristen

Jeff and Nikki Fae, Mitter, and Olive Sam and Sarah



33Movies on the Beach, Concerts in the Park, Stroll and Savor...

Cindy, Jake, and Duke The Richman Family

The Redfern Family Hernandez Family

Kyle and Brooke The Kordich Family

M and Lou Alexandra and Aaliyah Frank, Brandon, and Jesus

East Long Beach residents out and about!

Christopher, Leigh Anne, and 
Gidget
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Driving across the country in his 
motorhome, Craig Dean pulls over to 
the side of the road somewhere on 
the highway in Montgomery, Alabama 
to take a call from Long Beach 908 
Magazine.

The Boeing Company, which is cel-
ebrating its centennial this year, em-
ployed Dean for 32 years in Long 
Beach. He is now retired and enjoying 
the open road.  

“It’s been a great ride with McDon-
nell Douglas and Boeing to get me to 
where I’m at today,” Dean said. 
Nearly everyone in Long Beach has 
a connection to Boeing or its prede-
cessor McDonnell Douglas—a friend, 
a relative, or a neighbor who worked 
there. For 100 years, the aerospace 
company has provided countless 
careers to individuals like Craig Dean, 
who started at McDonnell Douglas 
(now Boeing) in 1979.    
  
“I started out as an electronics 

technician and worked on the DC-10 
[passenger plane] production line and 
from there I moved onto the MD-80 
flight line doing aircraft preparation,” 
Dean said.

And in the subsequent years, from 1985 
to 2012, Dean had steady employment 
with Boeing, serving in various engi-
neering positions like computer draft-
ing. Now a grandfather of six, Dean 
reflects on his time spent at Boeing, 
and how it has served his entire family 
for three generations.  

“My father was a career guy there 
as well and retired from McDonnell 
Douglas/Boeing after 35 years,” Dean 
said. “And my daughter currently works 
there [at the Long Beach location] as 
a staff analyst. Boeing has always paid 
very good wages to their workforce, 
which translates to purchasing ability in 
the community.” 

When Dean started working at 
McDonnell Douglas, he remembers 

that tens of thousands of people were 
employed by the conglomerate in the 
early 80s.  

“That’s a lot of people providing eco-
nomic strength to the city,” said Dean. 
Today, in California alone, Boeing 
supports an estimated 200,000 jobs, 
and Dean is just one of the 22,000 plus 
veterans supported by the company. 

“I am a Navy veteran,” Dean says. “I 
spent seven years in the Navy and 
worked in the submarine service. The 
Navy gave me all of my training in 
electronics. Those were the qualifying 
factors for getting hired at Boeing in 
1979. When I got out of the military, I 
started working there and raised my 
family within a mile of the plant.”

Many veterans, who have been em-
ployed by Boeing throughout its 100 
years, have a story similar to Dean’s. 
People like Michael Sanderson, a Marine 
who worked for Boeing in Long Beach 
for 30 years on its C-17 Globemaster 

The Boeing Company: Bringing 
Big Business to Long Beach

By Jonathan Murrietta
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III line when it was in use. Sanderson 
now works for Boeing at the Hunting-
ton Beach location as senior manager 
of the C-13 Quick Response Center, 
and is recognized for meeting unfore-
seen and urgent parts requirements 
for Boeing military and commercial 
aircrafts.  

“We’ve used commercial airplanes 
several times for military airlift to move 
troops, equipment and cargo back and 
forth, to and from combat areas,” said 

Sanderson, a sergeant major in the 
Marines who has been deployed to 
Afghanistan, Iraq, and the First Gulf War.
 
Over the years, Long Beach has been 
the site for the production of count-
less aircraft both for commercial and 
military purposes dating back to 1940, 

when Douglas Aircraft made a home in 
Long Beach for a new aircraft manufac-
turing plant. Douglas Aircraft supplied 
jobs to many Rosie the Riveters during 
World War II and to vets after the 
troops came home. Much of East Long 
Beach was built and settled post World 
War II thanks to Douglas Aircraft, 

“My father was a 
career guy there as 

well... And my
daughter currently 

works there..”
-Craig Dean

Retired Long Beach
 Boeing employee, 32 years
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which later merged in 1967 with the 
McDonnell Company, an aerospace 
firm out of St. Louis. The Boeing Com-
pany’s purchase of McDonnell Douglas 
became effective the summer of 1997. 
    
Growing up in Iowa in the 60s, Sand-
erson never thought he would end up 
working for a major aviation company 
like Boeing, but he says flying and air-
planes interested him from an early age. 

“When I was young, a friend and I loved 
to take off in our Piper Cub [plane] 
from an alfalfa field and make low pass-
es over the town,” Sanderson recalls.

Searching for more, and looking to 
escape farm life in his native Iowa, Sand-
erson enlisted in the Marine Corps.
“In the Marines I flew the CH-46 Sea 
Knight, which is a tandem-rotor heli-
copter,” he said. Little did Sanderson 
know, he would soon go to work for 
the company that built his Sea Knight.
  
In 1986, Sanderson took a job as a 
structures mechanic at McDonnell 
Douglas. He left active duty service, but 
entered the Marine Corps Reserves 
at El Toro, California while working for 
Boeing, because he missed flying.   

“I was working and managing McDon-

nell Douglas/Boeing-built products 
during the day, and flying myself on 
Boeing aircraft at night,” Sanderson 
says. “Boeing is big on community 
services and events, so through the mil-
itary I used to do airshows in Hunting-
ton Beach. We’d fly out of El Toro and 
put on airshows for the locals here for 
family day. It was a chance for the local 
community to see their military and 
Boeing-built aircraft in action.”  

Boeing has had a significant impact on 

his life, “Boeing has been my primary 
source of income and retirement,” said 
Sanderson. “It has provided for my fam-
ily and allowed me to send my daughter 
to college.”

Though Sanderson hasn’t met fellow 
military veteran and Boeing employee 
Craig Dean, the two share another 
thing in common—cruising the open 
road.     

“I was also able to buy an RV,” Sander-

“I was working and managing McDonnell 
Douglas/Boeing-built products during the day, 
and flying myself on Boeing aircraft at night” 
-Michael Sanderson
Current Boeing Employee, 30 years in Long Beach
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son said. “I wouldn’t have been able to 
purchase all these nice things had it not 
been for a good paying job with Boeing 
all these years.”

Craig Dean and Michael Sanderson are 
just two examples of how Boeing has 
dramatically impacted individual lives 
during its first 100 years in Long Beach.

As far as the next 100 years at Boeing, 
well, one can only imagine. 

“Boeing will continue to have a positive 
impact on not only Long Beach, but 
the entire world as we look ahead to 
the next 100 years,” says Mitra Rogers, 
Boeing’s government relations repre-
sentative. “Our presence has evolved 
over time,” continues Rogers. “Today, 
Boeing has a very diverse footprint that 
spans commercial aviation, military air-
craft, and satellite manufacturing. We’re 
also entering new markets such as 
cyber security and we’ve expanded our 
operations in the region - specifically 
in Long Beach - through the growth of 
Boeing commercial airplanes.” 

Adds Rogers, “And as a company in 
general, Boeing continues to be very 
innovative; the type of products we 
make and services we provide require 
that forward thinking.”

Here’s to another 100 years for Boeing 
as it continues its presence in the big 
city of Long Beach, simultaneously 
changing small communities like its 
veterans, one worker at a time.

 . 

•908•
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Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in East Long 
Beach on Roxanne Avenue. I 
went to Millikan High School, 
and then Los Alamitos High 
School for the arts program. 
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
In high school I played 
volleyball and the flute.
  
Q: What is one fond memory 
you have from growing up 
that is unique to LB?
I remember when the Whit-
tier earthquake happened 
and I rode my bike to DeMi-
lle (now McBride) because 
that’s what we were told to 
do if we were home alone 
during an earthquake.  I 

remember riding through 
the very parking lot where 
my business is now located 
and I kept falling off my bike 
because of the aftershocks!
  
Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
At Dream Come True, we 
host theme parties for 
adults and children. We also 
offer prop rentals, tea party 
supplies, event staffing, and 
party princesses.  

Q: Why did you choose to 
start your business in Long 
Beach? 
I love Long Beach. It’s a 
small-town feel in a big city. 
Also, I wanted to stay close 
to home and work in a place 
where I feel like I can give 

back to the community I 
grew up with.

Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
I run into people that I have 
met as young as junior high, 
when I went to DeMille. One 

of my closest friends now, 
Pam went to Millikan at 
the same time as me but 
we were in totally different 
friend groups. I met her 
when we both worked at 
AAA in Long Beach before 
I quit to start my business.
Now we are close friends.

Elena
Hassan Dream Come TrueQ&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I’ve lived in Naples, College 
Park East and Alamitos 
Heights. I attended Wilson 
High School, Long Beach 
City College, and CSULB.
 
Q: What is one fond memory 
you have from growing up 
that is unique to LB?
My Dad owned and oper-
ated Andiamo Restaurant 
in the Long Beach Mar-
ketplace Shopping Center. 
When he opened a second 
location on Pine Avenue, he 
decided it would be a good 
idea for me to represent 
our business interests, even 
though I was still in my 20’s 
and in college. I’ll never 
forget the time I was on my 
way to a Downtown Long 

Beach Associates (DLBA) 
meeting. I pressed the up 
arrow on the elevator, and 
when the door opened there 
was John Morris (at that 
time owner of Mum’s), Terry 
Antonelli and Enzo Demuro 
(owners of L’Opera), Sam 
King (owner of the Pine Ave-
nue Fish house—now King’s), 
and Vince Jordan (co-owner 
of The Blue Cafe). Need-
less to say it was a little 
intimidating to step in with 
these guys—they were the 
BIG DOGS, the ORIGINAL 
PIONEERS and the most 
successful businessmen in 
downtown Long Beach. It 
was amazing to be in the 
room with these guys as 
they made decisions and 
even asked for my opin-
ions. I learned so much just 

watching these guys work. It 
was pretty cool!
  
Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
What I’ve noticed in the last 
28 years of living in Long 
Beach is that if you love 

Long Beach and you move 
away, you will eventually 
come back. There are only 
a few other places in the 
world that have the art, 
architecture, social diversity, 
food, culture and commerce 
with the sense of community 
like Long Beach does.

Joe
Maggiore Brew Kitchen Ale HouseQ&A
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The Fall Market is upon us!  The 4th Quarter is here, can you        
believe it?  The number one question we are asked is, “How’s 
the Market?”...The answer is 30 days ago the market was 
CRAZY!   Multiple offers, over asking price offers and closings, 
in short — a frenzy.  Where are we now?  It is our prediction 
that we are having a bit of a slow down in the market.  Is it our 
traditional end-of-summer slow down or something else?  As 
many of you rely on us to be your Real Estate Advisors, here is 
our opinion:  The market you have now is the market you will 
have for the next few months and more than likely into 2017.  
We are going to continue to see a shortage of inventory, 
which will keep prices steady and at the higher end for some 
time.  Rates are slated to stay steady as well, regardless of the 
hike in the Federal interest rate.  Most of our sources are      
slating a possible mortgage rate increase in December of 
2016 and rising slowly into 2017.  What does this mean for our 
clients and future home buyers and sellers?  The market is 
strong no matter what side of the fence  you are on...it’s 
equally great to sell or buy.  Prices are high for sellers, some of 
the highest we have seen since 2007, and on the other side, 
rates are the lowest we have seen in years...So if you are  
looking to get into the market, now is a great time to invest 
your money at extremely low rates!  If you or someone you 
know needs a reliable, trusted source to discuss their real    
estate goals for 2017, please let us know!  We are grateful for 
your introductions to your family and friends! 

Barbara & Harold Betts 
REALTORS® 

562-708-4473—Main 

hello@thebettsteam.com 

www.TheBettsTeam.com 

 
2883 E Spring St Ste 100 
Long Beach, CA 90806 
 

CalBRE 01391934/01834267/01917184 
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In my humble opinion, 
Douglas Park is one of 
the most exciting things to 
happen in East Long Beach since… well…Long Beach 
908 magazine. Gosh what a great idea that was!

Douglas Park is a modern, state-of-the-art business 
center, which is bringing in high-quality people, pro-
viding jobs, and staying true to the East Long Beach 
vibe.

A few years back, the loss of Boeing was somewhat of 
a tragedy to this town. It seems everyone in East Long 
Beach had a friend, relative, or neighbor who worked 
at Boeing or McDonnell Douglas at some point.  

After WWII, most of the 908 was developed by and 
for veterans with GI bill benefits, and the Douglas Air-
craft Company, which later merged with McDonnell, 
provided jobs to a lot of those same veterans. Many 
great families, schools, churches, and small business-

By John Grossi

East Long Beach Business
Douglas Park: home to...

In 2011, the Southern California industrial 
real estate and property management com-
pany Sares-Regis purchased 12 acres on an 
unused plot of land west of Lakewood Blvd. 

from Boeing.

They quickly realized the 
potential of this prime 
real estate in East Long 
Beach and began buying 
more.  When the busi-
ness “park” is completed 

next year the center will be 
home to 2.5 million square feet 

and somewhere between 4,000-
5,000 jobs.

Sares-Regis approached develop-
ment of the Douglas Park real es-
tate uniquely to best maximize the 
space.  Some land they developed 
and sold to tenants, some land they 
developed and kept to lease, and 
other land they sold from the get-
go to specialized developers (e.g. 

Burnham for retail, Urbana for office).

Sares-Regis is proud of how they have 
handled the project but also admit that in 
many ways they are carrying out the vision 
of Long Beach Boeing from whom they 
bought the land.

Boeing envisioned a us-
age of East Long Beach 
land that was updated and 
relevant.  Selling to a local So-
Cal company like Sares-Regis 
that understood the vision 
was imperative.  

Studded throughout 
Douglas Park’s DNA 
are homages to the land’s 
aerospace past.  The tail wings from 
a Boeing 747 greet visitors at the Lakewood 
Blvd entrance.  A globe statue in the center 
of the complex portrays the old McDonnell 
Douglas/Boeing aspirations to let people, 
“See the world from a plane.”

Finally, the street names throughout the 
complex honor long-time employees from 
Long Beach Boeing.  A true dedication to 
the people of East Long Beach who worked 
so hard to make this land a valued space. •908•
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es sprung up over the next 50 years, creating today’s 
thriving East Long Beach communities around the 
economy of McDonnell Douglas.

The new Douglas Park is now filling the void by 
creating a vibrant, industrious, business-driven center 
that will continue to support our local economy and 
small-town way of life here in East Long Beach for 
generations to come.

But why were so many impressive companies ready to 
jump so quickly at the chance to hold office space in 
this particular plot of land?

After a bit of research, the answers were pretty obvi-
ous. Long Beach has a world-class port, an airport, 
and instant access to five major freeways. I think those 
of us who live here sometimes take these assets for 
granted, and I was humbly reminded of just how lucky 
we are when every single company interviewed for the 
issue spoke about how rare and advantageous those 
attributes are to our city’s business.

Seeing these amenities directly impact the day-to-day 
functions of each business proved the point. I was 

Urbana Development breaks ground on its 
Terminal at Douglas Park project located on 
the corner of Conant Street and Bayer Avenue 
in Long Beach, 90808 this October.

The Terminal is situated within the Douglas 
Park master planned community and is de-
signed as an all commercial project with shared 
parking and enhanced green space amenities. 
The six-acre development will begin with phase 
one offering two buildings at 25,299 square 
feet each and featuring a total of 20 individual 
office condominiums with more than 50,000 
square feet. Unit sizes range from 2,167 square 
feet to 2,659 square feet and can be combined 
in any number of configurations for larger 
spaces.

Phase two will begin in 2017. The overall proj-
ect will feature four buildings with more than 
100,000 square feet and 40 individual office 
condominium units.

The architectural expression of the buildings 
is clean and contemporary. Many of the units 
have covered balconies, private patio spaces, 
roll-up glass doors and operable windows. The 
building design encourages natural light and 
ventilation into the workspace. 

Additionally, the Terminal focuses on creating 
a collaborative work environment with a strong 
relationship to the outdoors. 

For additional information, please visit http://
the-terminal-at-douglas-park.com. •908•
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fortunate to tour through Douglas Park and spend the 
better half of a week there, and here’s what I saw:  

• Container trucks coming up Lakewood Boulevard di-
rectly from the port, delivering items to the businesses at 
Douglas Park.  
• Executives taking a two-minute Uber from Douglas Park 
to Long Beach Airport to fly out and meet with clients.  
• Corporate employees flying in from other states to train 
at various company headquarters in Long Beach. These 
visitors stay at either the Douglas Park Courtyard Marriott 
or the Spring St. Marriott Hotel (one of the busiest loca-
tions within the whole chain), and two additional Douglas 
Park hotels will be built this year.   
• Thousands of employees commuting in and out of Long 
Beach all day long using the convenient freeways to con-
nect their home to work lives. 
• Hundreds of employees going out to lunch, supporting 
local restaurants and small businesses.

Our nearby port, airport, and convenient freeways make 
Long Beach a true transportation hub.  Can you think 
of another SoCal city with all three amenities? Turns 
out, ELB is not only a great place to live, but also a busi-
ness-heaven!

Now combine the transport convenience with another 
business-friendly factor unique to Douglas Park—the rare 
luxury of so much space. Nowhere else in Southern Cal-
ifornia can you find such a large physical area being re-
built into 21st century style, eco-friendly, large office and 
manufacturing spaces. SoCal is a land of crammed space 
and old buildings—not so in Douglas Park. It is spacious 
and provides great views.

These factors have played a huge role in attracting leading 
companies in 21st century industry sectors that are on 
the rise. Larry Lukanish, Vice President of Sares-Regis, 
the industrial real estate company that developed most of 

Douglas Park, explained why his company was so attract-
ed to the area.

“Not only is Long Beach a great location with the ports 
and labor force, but it’s so inspiring to meet all the 
highly-motivated entrepreneurs here who have brought 
new business into this area.  They are the ones who will 
ultimately turn Douglas Park into a success.”

New business means new jobs for diverse positions rang-
ing from CEO to skilled labor and assembly line manu-
facturing. And because many companies in the Douglas 
Park complex are aviation-related, positions are opening 
for the already present Long Beach engineer work force.

Most of the current tenants moved into Douglas Park 
with an existing work force from other cities, so the 
majority of Douglas Park employees probably aren’t Long 
Beach residents—yet.  And although these are different 
times—our neighborhoods aren’t growing up simulta-
neously with the industries moving in, as was the case 
after WWII—over time the percentage of Douglas Park 
employees living in Long Beach is certain to grow. 

Every company we talked with has a plan to expand. 
Most have doubled their square footage (compared to 
their previous office space) and most have already held 

“Not only is Long Beach a great 
location with the ports and labor 
force, but it’s so inspiring to meet 

all the highly-motivated entre-
preneurs here who have brought 

new business into this area.”
-Larry Lukanish,

Vice President, Sares-Regis Group
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Current Tenants of Douglas Park 

(as of October 2016)
address, square footage

Universal Technical Institute - Auto/Truck Mechanic Tech School 
4175 Conant Street 142,000 
The Kong Company - Pet Toy Manufacturer 
3815 Schaufele Avenue 102,773
FoodPharma - Nutritional Delivery Systems 
3851 Schaufele Avenue 42,134  
Shimadzu Instruments - Precision Instruments/Aerospace 
3645 Lakewood Blvd. 56,535 
Lin Manufacturing - Garment Manufacturer 
3860 McGowen Street 34,585
Urbana Medical Office Facilities 
NWC of  Cover/Worsham 91,560
Metro Ports - Office Building 
NEC of  Cover/Worsham 40,000
Providence, Inc. (MyDyer) - Garment Manufacturer 
3833 McGowen Street 91,145  
United Pacific Industries - Auto/Truck Parts & Accessories 
3788 Conant Street 133,821  
Virgin Galactic - Aerospace 
4022 Conant Street 150,701  
Turbo Air - Refrigeration Engineering and Manufacturing 
4184 Conant Street 125,047 
LD Products - Recycles Printer Ink Cartridges 
3700 Cover Street 110,000 
RubberCraft, Inc. - Elastomeric parts/tooling for  manufacturing 
3701 Conant Street 140,000  
New Castle/Reef Office Project  - Multi-tenant office use 
Schaufele/Conant/Cover 200,000 
Courtyard Marriott Hotel - 159 Rooms 
NWC of  LW Blvd./Cover St. 89,455  
Nexus Retail-Starbucks, The Habit, Flamebroiler, Jersey Mikes, etc 
NWC of  LW Blvd./Cover St. 9,441 
 
TOTAL 1,559,197

Remaining Development Sites 
  
Urbana 
Cover Street 100,000
Hampton Inn and Homewood Suites Hotel (Nexus)  241 rooms 
Cover Street 156,000
United Oil
Cover Street 40,000
Retail Project (Burnham USA) 
Lakewood  265,749
  
TOTAL  561,749
TOTAL DOUGLAS PARK 2,120,946

Long Beach job fairs, or will be hiring soon. And even if 
it takes a while to see a real “hometown” workforce, the 
positive impacts in ELB are already tangible.

Restaurants and shops are seeing the impact.  The com-
panies have done a great job so far at supporting local 
small businesses and that should only increase over 
time.

Douglas Park is not only an asset, it is (or should be) a 
landmark in East Long Beach.  

As we introduce a few of the companies over the next 
few pages our goal is to help answer that simple ques-
tion…what the heck is going on over there on Lake-
wood Boulevard??

Exciting things are happening, and within one year the 
whole complex should be completed, open, and com-
pletely visible from Lakewood Blvd. We hope that over 
the next 50 years almost all East Long Beach residents 
will have a friend, relative, or neighbor who works at 
Douglas Park—if not themselves!

That way when they mention it, you and I can shrug 
them off and say, “Pfff, I remember when that whole 
thing used to be a Boeing plant!” •908•

**NWC- northwest corner
    NEC- northeast corner
    LW- Lakewood
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Who is Virgin Galactic? 
 
Virgin Galactic is a privately-funded 
space company, owned by Sir Rich-
ard Branson’s Virgin Group and Abu 
Dhabi’s Aabar Investments PJS—and 

Douglas Park:  
home to... 
small satellite
rocket 
launchers

they are busy making space satellites 
right here in East Long Beach! 

The exploration of space provides 
important benefits to life here on 
Earth, from telecommunications to 
agricultural planning, environmental 
research, weather prediction and 
disaster monitoring. Because of their 
relatively low cost and quick devel-
opment timelines, small satellites are 
appealing to both new entities pre-
paring for their first space missions 
and established satellite users feeling 
the reality of fixed or declining bud-
gets. Innovators in government labs, 
private companies, and universities 
have shown the world that even the 
smallest satellites can accomplish sig-
nificant things to improve life here on 
Earth, but to date have been limited 
by the cost and inflexibility of their 
launch options. 

In the Long Beach facility, Virgin 
Galactic is in the advanced phase of 
hardware testing for every subsys-
tem and major component of the 
LauncherOne small satellite launch 

service, as well as building manu-
facturing operations. Manufacturing 
operations are crucial to their cus-
tomers and what differentiates them: 
the work does not end with just one 
rocket! Virgin Galactic already has 
signed launch contracts in place with 
customers such as NASA, OneWeb, 
and Sky and Space Global.

  
Why did Virgin Galactic choose 
Long Beach to build this rocket?

Long Beach has a century-long tradi-
tion of aviation manufacturing, with 
Southern California renowned for its 
talent within the aerospace busi-
ness, so it was a natural choice. The 
Douglas Park facility is a state-of-the-
art, 150,000-square-foot manufactur-
ing shop, where the Virgin Galactic 
team has grown to more than 200 
experienced aerospace professionals 
preparing the system for flight tests. 
In addition, LauncherOne is commit-
ted to hiring the most talented and 

passionate people from a diverse set 
of backgrounds and demographics, 
and to making the company a fantas-
tic place to work. The location—East 
Long Beach—helps to attract the 
best talent and achieve the compa-
ny’s vision.
 
The coolest part about working at 
Virgin Galactic is working alongside 
some of the most talented engineers 
who are opening access to space 
to improve life here on Earth. The 
work is purposeful, and it is also both 
incredibly challenging and fun.
 
Virgin Galactic is building the future 
here in Long Beach, which means 
contributing to the continued legacy 
of Long Beach as the center of avia-
tion manufacturing. •908•
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What is UTI?
Universal Technical Institute is the lead-
ing provider of technical skill training for 
students seeking careers as professional 
automotive, diesel, and collision repair 
technicians. UTI is a for-profit institute 
that has built its reputation on being a 
leader in working with employers to make 
sure all graduates are job-ready. Students 
participate in both classroom and hands-
on learning, with a heavy emphasis on the 
hands-on. The Long Beach facility is load-
ed with state-of-the-industry equipment, 
labs, and automobiles of every kind. UTI 
also has a very successful job-placement 
rate, with 4 out of 5 students securing 
industry employment within one year of 
their graduation.

A PEEK INSIDE 
THE INSTITUTE 
YOU DIDN’T 
KNOW WAS IN 
LONG BEACH

“What makes me most proud is how many major auto 
and diesel manufacturers partner with us. It demonstrates 
their belief in the type of education 
and professional training that we 
provide to prepare our students for 
a great career in the industry.”
-Larry Hohl, 
Campus President

Why Douglas Park?
UTI chose Long Beach for its 12th campus because it saw a 
huge need for tech nicians along the California coastal cities. Douglas Park offers a 
central location and enough space for the school’s 142,000-square-foot campus. The 
Park sits at a nexus of four major freeways, making it convenient for students and 
employers to access the campus.  This fact is especially important because 99 per-
cent of UTI’s students are commuters. Lastly, with so many nearby dealerships and 
employers, and a corresponding competition for talent, UTI graduates benefit from 
those companies offering special incentives to students, such as tuition reimburse-
ment, tool allowances, and more.

Special 
Opportunity
UTI partners with Mercedes Benz for a 16-week DRIVE program for individuals 
who want to advance their automotive careers at Mercedes Benz dealerships. This 
man ufacturer-paid program is highly competitive. Students who enter the program 
spend the majority of their time in a lab learning the major vehicle components 
and systems found in these luxury vehicles. Best of all? All this training takes place 
right across the street at Mercedes Benz USA—The Mercedes Benz West Coast 
Campus in Douglas Park!

Douglas Park: home to...

Future Auto, Diesel, and Collision Techs
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Did you know that every single Mercedes Benz car sold in the western United States comes through 
East Long Beach? Yep, Mercedes Benz USA West Coast Campus happens to be located right here in the 908. If  you had the time 
and the inclination, you could stand on Lakewood Boulevard all day long and watch a truck full of  Mercedes automobiles drive 
from the Port to Conant Street, drop off  the cars, and head back for more cars- delivering 300-400 Mercedes each day.

The West Coast Campus is like an Ellis Island for automobiles, but instead of  receiving a health check-up and an American name, 
the cars receive a quality check and an American serial number. And instead of  being welcomed by the iconic New York Statue of  
Liberty, the new Mercedes autos are welcomed by the iconic Long Beach DC Jets sign—an icon that stands as tall and proud as 
any American emblem should.

The cars coming in from Germany are, for the most part, completely road-worthy and ready to be categorized, sent to a dealer-
ship, and sold. However, the proud owners of  new Mercedes Benz vehicles would be amazed and relieved to see how thoroughly 
their cars have been examined, tested, and re-worked (if  necessary). The process at Mercedes West Coast Campus is designed to 
make sure that every car at the 84 dealerships it serves meets the high standards of  the Mercedes three-point star logo.

Here’s what the life of a brand new C300 might look like once the auto arrives in Long Beach:

Phase 1- Unloaded off  the ship after 
a long-journey at sea, stored in a 
warehouse on the Port Terminal, and 
eventually loaded onto a big rig car 
carrier and driven to Douglas Park.

Phase 2- Unloaded at Mercedes Benz 
USA West Coast Campus, and washed 
and rinsed after the long trip.

Phase 3- Receives a full-point inspec-
tion for both internal and external 
problems, errors, dents and scratches.

Phase 4- Sorted into one of  three cat-
egories—quick fix, long fix, or no fix. 
Fix stations include under-the-hood 
factory rework, interior rework, and 
painting and body work.

Phase 5- Once the cars have cleared all 
fixes and final inspections, they are taken 
to a storage lot, but they don’t stay there 
long.

Phase 6- After request by a dealership, 
the car is scanned, moved to a parking 
space in the to-go lot, and registered to a 
trucking company.

Phase 7- The car is picked up and hauled 
by an independent trucking company to 
one of  the 84 dealerships in the West 
Coast region.

And that’s how a new Mercedes begins 
rolling down America’s roadways!

Douglas Park: home to...
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What does a pile of 
fertilizer have in 
common with your 
Aunt Suzy who just 
got back from a
Carnival Cruise to 
the Mexican Riviera? 
Metro was the company responsible for 
getting both Aunt Suzy and the fertilizer 
safely and efficiently on and off their 
respective ships.

The cargo/passengers probably didn’t 
even notice Metro—fertilizer for obvious 
reasons, and your aunt because she prob-
ably had one too many Mexican Mojitos! 
In fact, most people don’t ever think 
about the company responsible for their 
smooth on and off shore transitions, but 
it turns out that behind-the-scenes ship 
loading and unloading is a huge busi-
ness.  “Stevedoring” as it’s known.

And one of the major players in the na-
tion is headquartered right here in East 
Long Beach.  The parent company “Nau-
tilus” is branded as Metro which includes 
the different branches of their business.  
Metro Ports, Metro Cruise, Metro Shore 
and Metro Risk.

Metro runs operations out of 27 ports 
nationwide including Long Beach and 
Los Angeles, and is one of the most ex-
perienced, well-respected, and environ-
mentally-friendly stevedoring companies 
on the planet.

Their office in Douglas Park is as impres-
sive as their influence on the global trade 
economy.  Metro’s office is 40,000 square 
feet, and unlike most of its 
neighbors in Douglas Park 
who use the big lots to 
house a combination 
of manufacturing, 
warehouse, and of-
fice space, Metro 
headquarters is 
filled entirely 
with office 
space.  

That means it holds 
a lot of employees 
coordinating business 
around the country 
from Long Beach. Logis-
tics managers, accountants, 
marketers, sales people, and executives 
all work out of the Long Beach facility, 
which is Metro’s only sizeable office in 
the United States (the company has small 
on-site offices located at every port they 
operate).

If no physical commodities move in 
and out of Metro’s headquarters, why 
move to Douglas Park? Well, proximity 
to the Port of Long Beach is the obvious 
answer, since the company operates a 
terminal at POLB, and Carnival Cruise 
Line near the Queen Mary also uses their 
services. But proximity to the airport 
might be an even bigger factor.  

“We are a national company.  Most of 
our sales personnel and executives are 
traveling all the time,” explained Metro’s 
CTO Boyette Fabio, while showing us 
empty offices during a tour of the facility. 

“It’s good when they’re not here,” he 
laughed. “It means they’re out meeting 
with clients.”

It would not be uncom-
mon to see CEO James 

Callahan traveling 
from his office in 

Douglas Park to 
Long Beach Air-

port to fly to a 
meeting.

The Metro 
office sits at the 

heart of Douglas 
Park with windows 

overlooking the 
round-about at Cover 

and Worsham streets, 
home to the globe statue 

commemorating the park’s aerospace 
past. The cutting-edge company not only 
leads in its industry, but also sets a great 
example to other corporate businesses. 

Most notable is their dedication to the 
environment—Metro’s office is LEED 
Gold Certified and boasts the only cov-
ered, solar-powered parking garage and 
electric car charging station of its kind in 
the area. They also take care of employ-
ees with lots of space for break rooms, 
conference rooms, a gym, and truly 
state-of-the-art offices.

Metro isn’t a flashy type of business that 
gets a lot of news coverage or day-to-day 
mentions, but while flying under the 
radar in their Douglas Park headquar-
ters, they make a huge impact on a lot of 
people across the United States—maybe 
even your Aunt Suzy.

national headquarters

Nautilus- Metro

Douglas Park:
home to...
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When Downey native Aaron Leon trans-
ferred from Cerritos College to USC as a 
21-year-old finance major, he was looking to 
build some camaraderie with other students 
and enjoy the college experience.  So he 
moved into the transfer student housing just 
off campus. 

It’s a good thing he did, otherwise he would 
not be standing where he is today—CEO of 
LD Products, a multi-million dollar Long 
Beach-based business. 

LD Products is the largest after-market ink 
cartridge retailer in the nation. If Aaron’s 
product seems a little random and particu-
lar…it is. “It’s not like I grew up wanting to 
sell ink cartridges,” he laughed.

One of his floor-mates at USC had a part-
time job as a middleman selling ink cartridg-
es online.  It was 1998 and the internet was 
fairly new, but when Aaron saw his friend’s 
website, he knew he could make it better.

Aaron began making improvements to the 
website, and his friend started reaping the 
benefits—making more money. Unfortu-
nately, Aaron’s friend wouldn’t pay him, 
even though Aaron was the one doing all the 
work. That’s when he decided to approach 
the ink cartridge company about starting his 
own website.
 
“My friend’s website was Global-Inkjet.com 
so I thought, ‘What’s bigger than global?’ I 
came up with universalinkjet.com.”

With Aaron’s hard work, entrepreneurial 

spirit, and visionary knack for internet-mar-
keting, universalinkjet.com took off. Orders 
were rolling in like crazy. And mind you he 
was still a full-time student!

Universal Ink Jet evolved into LD Products, 
and in 1999, Aaron ditched the company he 
was working with, and started contracting 
directly with the ink cartridge manufac-
turers. He hired two close friends, and 
the three of them worked almost full-time 
taking orders, printing labels, stuffing 
boxes, and shipping orders—all out of their 
parents’ houses! Aaron’s two friends Patrick 
Devane and Frank Farina are now Vice Presi-
dents at LD Products.

In 2000, Aaron graduated from USC, 
and in 2003, he leased the first company 
warehouse. After moving to Long Beach in 
2006, LD Products acquired their largest 
competitor in 2008, almost doubling in size 
over-night. 

When the Douglas Park office space became 
available in 2010, LD Products was the 
second tenant to buy in. Having bought a 
parcel, Aaron proceeded to build the first 
Platinum LEED-certified warehouse build-

ing in the New Construction/Commercial 
category in the United States. 

Here are some other things Aaron is proud 
of and Long Beach should be too:

1) LD Products has 160 employees in Doug-
las Park—34% live in Long Beach.
2) Aaron hates when companies don’t show 
their phone numbers. Not only does LD 
Products display its phone number, but it 
also has an active call center of 55 people 
answering questions and taking orders from 
6 a.m. to 6 p.m Monday through Friday, and 
7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
3) Although LD Products makes most of its 
money selling office supplies and ink car-
tridges to businesses, about half their clients 
remain small household orders.
4) LD sells after-market ink cartridges, 
meaning they are not name brand but can 
offer products suitable for every printer at 
about a third of the price.
5) The Douglas Park facility has a five-mil-
lion-dollar, state-of-the-art, conveyer belt 
system, which significantly speeds up the 
shipping process.
6) LD gets its products to 80 percent of the 
United States within two business days, and 
40 percent overnight.

visionary
entrepreneurs

LD Products
 “It’s not like I grew 
up wanting to sell 
ink cartridges,” 
Aaron laughed.

Douglas Park: 
home to...
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“1 Million hours starts here.”

The words loom large on a banner hanging high in the Long 
Beach Shimadzu plant.  

The banner refers to the amount of  time spent manufacturing, 
testing, and repairing airplane parts before a commercial plane 
is fully constructed and ready to fly. If  it sounds like an exagger-
ation, a tour of  Shimadzu’s 60,000 sq. ft. facility will make you 
believe it.  

The amount of  work that goes into casting, machining, compil-
ing, and painting just one small piece of  an airplane engine or 
wing is fascinating. The number of  employees—good, skilled 
Long Beach people—working on each small part is inspiring.

“Most people think we don’t have any manufacturing jobs left 
in the U.S., let alone California,” said Shimadzu Plant Manager 
Mark Spanial. “But we actually have major parts being manufac-
tured right here in Long Beach!”

Currently approximately 65 employees work at Shimadzu in 
Douglas Park, about half  in manufacturing and the other half  in 
administration. Spanial expects that number to expand greatly in 
the near future.

“We moved here because this facility has the space for us to 

Douglas Park...
home to Airplane 
Manufacturing Jobs

accommodate new processes like machining, and therefore 
expand our capabilities and employment,” he said.

Parts that used to be made in Japan and then shipped here for 
additional work will now be made completely in Long Beach. 
That means more jobs and better efficiency for the company.

And while efficiency is great, quality is what’s really important 

“In our industry an error could 
mean many, many lives,” 
Spanial said. “That is not 

something we take lightly.”

at Shimadzu. Spanial emphasized that point over and over to 
our magazine.  

“A manufacturing error in most products means an inconve-
nience to a customer, but in our industry it could mean many, 
many lives,” Spanial said. “That is not something we take 
lightly.”

It’s very impressive how much organization and testing backs 
up everything going on at the Long Beach plant. It doesn’t 
take an engineering degree to understand the attention to 
detail and quality care taking place at Shimadzu.

When you board a plane to go on vacation, chances are you’re 
not thinking about the “fuel shut-off  actuator” or the “pow-
er drive unit cargo door hinge.”  But I guess the less we’re 
thinking about airplane parts while we’re on an airplane, the 
better Shimadzu is doing, which means a better Long Beach 
economy!

Shimadzu
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Janis
Krantz J&L JewelryQ&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in Los Altos, and 
went to school at Carver, 
Stanford, and Wilson High 
School.
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
I participated in many extra-
curricular activities growing 
up. I always enjoyed trying 
new things and gaining new 
experiences. That’s my hob-
by of sorts—new experienc-
es. Travel is another hobby 
that I have consistently 
been involved with. I am very 
passionate about travel. 
Whether it’s camping at the 
national parks, or hitting the 
pool at a unique hotel, I love 
it all. I have experienced 

most of the West Coast 
National parks, including 
Alaska, several international 
destinations, and a handful 
of major U.S. cities. 

Q: What is a fond memo-
ry you have from growing 
up that is unique to Long 
Beach?
I have very fond memories 
of riding my bike all over 
the city with my friends and 
family. My Dad would take 
us down to the San Gabri-
el River bike path to Seal 
Beach at a very young age. 
  
Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
We provide mortgages and 
residential home loans. We 
help people get financing to 

purchase a home or refi-
nance their current loan to a 
more beneficial one.
 
Q: Why did you choose to 
start your business in LB?
I started my business in 
Long Beach because it is 
home. 

Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
It’s the familiar faces. I am 
always, unexpectedly, run-
ning into familiar faces when 
I go out to eat, to shop, or 
even just walking around the 
community. 

Adam
Evans Long Beach Home Loan Corp.Q&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in the Los Altos 
neighborhood on Gondar 
Street. I was 2 ½ years old 
when we moved into our 
home, and I lived there until 
I got married at the age of 
22. We had the best child-
hood there. We were very 
close to our neighbors and 
the kids on the block were 
like family members. We 
played together until the 
streetlights went on, and 
then we’d go home and do 
homework. I am still close 
to many of my childhood 
friends.
  
Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
We try to provide that small-

town feeling we received in 
“the old days.” Customers 
can come into our store 
without feeling pressured—
it’s fine to come in, say hel-
lo, grab a treat, look around, 
and walk back out. I love 
jewelry, but I hate jewelry 
stores, so I treat my busi-
ness more like my home. I 
want our customers to feel 
relaxed and comfortable. 

Q: Why did you choose to 
start your business in Long 
Beach?
I wouldn’t want to have 
my store in any area other 
than East Long Beach. I’m 
striving to bring back the old 
days and keep our city a 
place where family mat-
ters—our kids should get to 
experience the joys we did 

growing up here in Los Altos. 
It was a safe, family-orient-
ed neighborhood. At J&L, 
we are really striving to give 
that feeling to everyone who 
walks through our doors. We 
are truly a big city with that 
small town feel. The may-
or is doing a great job at 

making the arts a priority in 
Long Beach, and I feel that 
the arts will help bring back 
that “lovin’ feeling”—music, 
singing, artwork and parks 
are stress relievers and help 
bring our community togeth-
er. I love Long Beach and 
everything in it! 
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The craft beer scene is exploding all 
over Southern California and the Long 
Beach area is no exception. One of  our 
favorite places for local craft beer is 
Timeless Pints.

Timeless Pints is a brewery and tasting 
room tucked away at the back of  an 
industrial area behind the Long Beach 
airport. It is an urban space with com-
munity picnic benches and bar tables 
to sit at, a shelf  full of  board games 
and cards to liven up a date or keep the 
kids occupied, and some one-of-a-kind 
beers on tap. 

Long Beach residents Chris and Merri 
Sparacio opened their brewery three 
years ago, after some very successful 
home brewing. Chris received a home 
brewing kit for Father’s Day one year, 
and he was hooked. So when encour-
aged by friends and family, the Spara-
cio’s decided to open a brewery—and 
everyone is glad they did!

Timeless Pints has a rotating list of  
beers on tap, including some seasonal 
favorites like the Grapefruit Wicked 
White IPA and the Peanut Butter Stout. 
Another customer favorite is the Huck-
leberry Oatmeal Stout, with its smooth 
flavor and fruity aftertaste—it’s unlike 
any other local beer! Timeless Pints 
currently has a five-barrel system, but 
they are working on expanding. “Our 
biggest challenge is that our demand is 
exceeding our supply,” said Merri. 

While Timeless Pints doesn’t serve 

food, there is almost always a gourmet 
food truck out front that pairs perfectly 
with an ice cold brew. “We are a manu-
facturer and tasting room, so we don’t 
have restaurant capabilities or zoning,” 
said Merri. “The food trucks offer cus-
tomers a variety of  choices. We aren’t 
stuck with just one type of  food.” Cus-
tomers are encouraged to bring their 
meals into the brewery and chow down 
while tasting the beers on tap. 

The Long Beach community has em-
braced its hometown brewery. Timeless 
Pints welcomes friends, family, kids, 
and even dogs. On Sunday afternoons 
patrons enjoy the sounds of  live music 
and Thursdays are packed with com-
petitive customers for trivia night. 
Timeless Pints brings friends and 
neighbors together. “We don’t have 
TVs in our brewery because we want 
people to chat, play games, and get to 

know each other,” said Merri. “Time-
less Pints is a place where our custom-
ers become friends.” 

Timeless Pints is open Wednesday 
through Sunday. They close a bit earlier 
than traditional bars, which keeps that 
cozy neighborhood feel—8 p.m. on 
most nights and 6 p.m. on Sundays. For 
more information visit www.timeless-
pints.com or follow Timeless Pints on 
Facebook, Instagram or Twitter.

Our Hometown 
Craft Brewery—

Timeless 
Pints

“The food trucks offer 
customers a variety 

of choices.  We aren’t 
stuck with just one 

type of food”

1) Chris and Merri at the brewery say 
cheers!  2) Timeless Pints Beer Flight  

www.timelesspints.com          (562) 490-0099           3671 Industry Ave, Lakewood, CA 90712

By Andrea Sampson

1

2
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1) Chris and Merri at the brewery say 
cheers!  2) Timeless Pints Beer Flight  

Q: “Cal Worthington” is as recog-
nizable in East Long Beach as any 
past Mayor over the last 50 years. 
People know him from the commer-
cials, but who was your grandfather 
as a person?
A: He was someone who fiercely loved 
his family. He would do anything to 
keep them out of  harm’s way, any-
thing to make them smile. He grew up 
desperately poor, one of  nine children 
in the dust bowl of  Oklahoma in the 
Great Depression. He always acted as 
though his mission in life was to pro-
tect his family from experiencing that 
same pain. 

He was also an aviator. He loved flying. 
He was a B-17 and B-29 Captain in 
WWII, and flew 29 missions when the 
life expectancy (for a pilot) was around 
19 missions. Flying and ranching were 
his passions, but he was charismatic 
and funny and turned out to be too 
good at selling cars to stop. 

Q: How did those commercials 
come about originally?
A: The dog spot commercials started 
as a joke. His competitors were using 
actual dogs and puppies to try and sell 
cars, so he thought it would be funny 
to have a gorilla for a dog to say that 
not only could he beat their deals but 
his dog could beat theirs too. He was 
always making jokes and having fun. 
People liked the commercials so much 
that he kept the theme. 

Q: What advice and/or legacy has 
Cal left you with in regards to the 
business?
A: Treating employees and customers 

like family is the legacy he left us with. 
The most consistent advice he gave our 
employees was to simply smile and help 
the customers. People know what they 
want, don’t be pushy, just help them 
find what they need. 

Beyond that, he taught us to work 
hard—harder than everyone else. Part 
of  his success was that he was relent-
less. He found success because he 
never stopped trying until he found 
something that worked, and then he’d 
keep trying to improve things, even 
after he was hugely successful. At 93 
years of  age, he still spent most days at 
work! 

Q: What is the most exciting thing 
happening at Worthington Ford 
right now? What separates you from 
other car dealerships or even other 
Ford dealerships?
A: People are constantly surprised by 
our deals and by our selection. We have 
the largest selection in town and about 
six times more pre-owned vehicles than 
other dealers. We use four lots to hold 
our inventory. 

Beyond our discounts and our selec-
tion people always comment about the 
friendliness of  our staff, specifically 
that they aren’t pushy, just the way 
Grandpa wanted. Also, we recognize 
that most people don’t have perfect 
credit, and our experienced finance 
staff  works hard to find the best op-
tions and to help get them the vehicle 
they need. Plus, people know when you 
“GO SEE CAL” you are going to have 
some fun!

Q: What kind of  car do you person-
ally drive?
A: Right now I’m driving a used 2015 
Ford Edge, but I switch vehicles pretty 
often. Before this car, I was driving an 
F-150 and before that a Fusion Plug-In 
Hybrid.

Q: How do you give back to the 
Long Beach community?
A: We give back in a lot of  ways. The 
biggest impact may be the sales tax dol-
lars and jobs we create, but we also do-
nate every year to local schools, sports 
teams, charities, the police foundation, 
and more. We donate a truck for the 
fire department to educate kids on fire 
safety, we support Ronald McDonald 
House, Special Olympics, and general-
ly help where we can. We’ve donated 
hundreds of  thousands of  dollars over 
the years but that’s not uncommon in 
Long Beach.

Q: Is there anything else you want 
to say about you and your business 
to the great residents of  East Long 
Beach?
A: Thank you for supporting us for 
the past forty plus years! You are part 
of  our extended family, so don’t be 
shy, come out and see us. We’ll make 
you happy, and we are the only Ford 
dealership in town so “GO SEE CAL” 
and keep those sales tax dollars here in 
Long Beach!

NickWorthington 
Worthington Ford

Q&A
By John Grossi
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Q: What kind of service does P2S 
Engineering provide for its clients?

A: P2S Engineering is a full-service 
mechanical, electrical, technology, 
engineering firm offering feasibility, 
design, commissioning, energy, and 
construction management services. 

Q: Why did you choose to operate 
out of the big office building on Clark 
and Spring?

A: P2S had outgrown our office ca-
pacity in 1995 and started looking for 
office space that was close to several 
freeways and had space for future 
expansion. It was important for us to 
stay in Long Beach because of the 
staff and relationships we had in the 
area. Long Beach was also centrally 
located to most of our clients at the 
time, which stretched from San Diego 
to Bakersfield and Santa Barbara.

Q: Who are your top five clients in 
Long Beach and your top five clients 
outside of Long Beach?

A: Our top five clients in the City 
of Long Beach are the Port of Long 
Beach, CSU Long Beach, Long Beach 
City College, Boeing Long Beach, 
and Long Beach Public Transportation 
Company. Outside of the city, our 
largest clients are CSU Northridge, 
Fresno State, Cal State Fullerton, UC 
San Diego and Cal Poly Pomona.

Q: What is the most exciting project 
going on right now?

A: We have several exciting projects 
we are working on currently. In Long 
Beach, we have designed the Aquar-
ium of the Pacific’s new $53 million 
wing that represents the first major 
expansion in its 18-year history. The 
whale-shaped Pacific Visions wing 
will include a state-of-the-art immer-
sive theater, a new art gallery, 6,000 

square feet of floor space for animal 
exhibits, and room for cultural events.

Q: What project are each of you most 
proud of in your career?

Kevin Peterson, CEO: I am most 
proud about the shore power proj-
ects we worked on with the Port of 
Long Beach to significantly reduce 
emissions on four of their container 
terminals. 

Kent Peterson, Chief Engineer: For 
me, it would be the CSULB Cen-
tral Heating and Cooling Plant that 
provides both chilled water and hot 
water for the campus buildings. This 
plant was built in the mid-1990s and 
is still considered a state-of-the-art 
central plant.  

Q: In what ways do you give back to 
the Long Beach Community?

A: P2S gives back by providing 
staff time and financial support to a 
number of organizations in the Long 
Beach community including CSU 
Long Beach School of Engineering, 
Long Beach Community College 
Foundation, Memorial Medical 
Center Foundation, YMCA of Greater 
Long Beach, Long Beach Sympho-

ny, Long Beach Ronald McDonald 
House, Community Hospital Long 
Beach Foundation, Steel Magnolias 
Long Beach, Leadership Long Beach 
and the Long Beach Area Chamber of 
Commerce.

Q: How many employees do you have 
and how much gross business did you 
do last year?

A: P2S currently has 150 employees 
and our gross revenue was $23 mil-
lion last year.

Q: What does P2S headquarters look 
like on the inside for your employees?

A: We wanted to create a space that 
people would enjoy working in. The 
42,000-sq ft office acts as a show-
room of sorts, in that the key spac-
es—offices, conference and training 
rooms, lunch room/kitchens, game 
room and gym—represent the firm’s 
areas of market expertise. The visu-
ally appealing design maximizes the 
use of natural lighting and earned 
the space a LEED (Leadership in En-
ergy & Environmental Design) GOLD 
certification. P2S also has been voted 
as a best place to work in Los Ange-
les County by Best Companies Group 
every year since 2009.

Kevin and Kent
Peterson P2S Engineering

Q&A
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The Wilson Family Entrepreneurs
Thirty-three years ago in Naples, Rick and 
Jill Wilson opened a new restaurant called 
Shenandoah based on the unique concept 
of bringing Southern comfort food and 
Southern hospitality to Southern Cali-
fornia.  This was back in 1983 before the 
young couple had started their family.

Today, not only has Shenandoah relocated 
over the years from Naples to 2nd St. to 
Los Alamitos in the beautiful Arbor Vil-
lage retail center, but as of summer 2016, 
children Clint and Allie …. all grown up 
… are both starting onto entrepreneurial 
pathways of their own.  In doing so, they 
begin a long journey of risks and rewards, 
stress and success, and lots and lots and 
lots of hard work. 

Allie will be taking over the boutique 
next to Shenandoah in Arbor Village.  
Formerly called Elementals, she will 
officially change the name to Dixie James 
in November.  It will be a change for her 
from the food and restaurant industry to 
retail.  But she thinks the lessons from 
working with her parents at Shenandoah 
will certainly transfer over.

“The restaurant industry in general is all 
about customer service, knowing your 

customer.  My parents have customers 
who have become regulars and now that 
we have so many people who come into 
Shenandoah knowing everyone here, 
it’s turned into a sort of family. That is 
something I am really focusing on in my 
business.”

Clint has opened a restaurant called 
“Prime by Shenandoah” on 4th street in 
Long Beach in the old MVP Grill and 
Whistle Stop location.  For him the in-
fluence of working at Shenandoah is very 
direct.

“From a restaurant standpoint, I learned 
everything at Shenandoah. The foun-
dation behind the whole concept of my 
restaurant is what I have seen at Shenan-
doah, the recipes, the system that was 
used here, it’s all a direct result and I’m 
just adding my own touch.”

Although Clint and Allie have worked 
alongside their mom and dad since pre-
high school days, due to sports, college, 
and conflicting schedules, the past three 
years have been the first time the whole 
family was truly all together, working 
at Shenandoah each day for an extend-
ed period of time.  For those who have 
participated in any of Shenandoah’s wine 

nights over the past few years, you have 
an idea of what is in store for the siblings’ 
respective new businesses.

During the wine nights Clint would focus 
on the food and drink concepts, while 
Allie would focus on the interior design 
and customer comfort experience.  A 
perfect night, and a perfect segue to their 
new ventures.

As for Rick and Jill, a lot is going on in 
their lives but they insist not much has 
changed with Shenandoah from 33 years 
ago.

“Other than a few craft beers and wines, 
and a few interior design updates that the 
kids helped with, our menu has stayed 
much the same,” says Jill.  “We’re pretty 
much right where we want to be with our 
location and our business.”  

Apparently true Southern comfort can 
outlast 33 years of personal and societal 
change.  It doesn’t hurt if “Southern com-
fort” is code word for hot apple fritters 
and Granny’s fried chicken.

Clint and Allie look forward to carrying 
on the tradition alongside their parents as 
both entrepreneurs and ambassadors of 

By John Grossi
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true customer service.   Their dad Rick says they will do fantastic 
jobs in their new businesses.

“They are mature enough, business savvy enough, and willing 
to put in the extra work required to make it in this business,” he 
says.  

Rick and Jill are truly proud parents, and Clint and Allie are 
thankful to them for lessons learned in their upbringing.  And 

we here at the magazine are just appreciative that the Wil-
sons took the time to tell us this great story of a thriving 908’ 
family.  But don’t be surprised if it’s the last sentimental story 
you hear out of these Wilsons for a while.  After all, they’re a 
small-business family.  

They’d be the first to tell you it’s time to cut the crap and get to 
work.  You can’t make customers happy by sitting around all 
day telling stories.  Maybe in another 33 years.

Dixie James is based on my philosophy that everyone should have a comfort-
able home that they love and that looks like its owner. I moved a lot right out of 
high school and every new apartment doesn’t really feel like home. We come in with 
a lower price point than most our competitors and also do design consulting. I will 
come to your house or apartment and help stylize using what you have, then create a 
list of additional items that might help complete your home. 

Prime By Shenandoah keeps the Southern comfort tradition alive, but adds 
my influences as a Californian, a Long Beach boy born and raised. “Prime” comes from 
the idea that we are sourcing not only local ingredients, but also from the best produc-
ers around the country.  We bring that very high quality food Shenandoah is known for, 
from basically out of a shack with the most casual setting you could ask for.   Instead of 
Granny’s Fried Chicken, at Prime you get Granny’s Fried Chicken Sandwich.

•908•
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Festival of Flight
A Community Celebration 
Honoring Our Local Heroes 

in Aviation and 
AmericaBy Andrea Sampson

Photo: Long Beach-based Private Pilot 
Wilbur Owens with Cindy Goodfellow, 
Vice President of Client & Communi-
ty Relations at Long Beach Aeroplex.  
The two pose for a picture at last year's 
Festival of Flight event.
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Long Beach has a rich history in aviation and has been celebrating the art of flying since the 
1920s. In fact, in December 1920, Earl Daugherty (a local aviator who established the city's first 
non-beach airfield) organized the Air Rodeo to dedicate the new 60-acre flying field located west 
of Long Beach Boulevard and south of Willow Street. While the pilots dipped and spun and flew 
loops in their planes, a girl fell in love with flying—her name was Amelia Earhart. 

On November 5, 2016, Long Beach will celebrate the art of flying once again at the Festival of 
Flight.

The Festival of Flight is a free family event, featuring static aircraft, classic cars, one-of-a-kind 
vehicles, live entertainment, and more. There will be a children’s area with all kinds of inflatable 
fun, food trucks selling mouth-watering meals, and a beer garden for those 21 and older. 

This year, the festival will be honoring American heroes—our veterans. Three notable veterans 
groups will be participating, including Honoring Our Fallen, which provides support to 

families dealing with the loss of a veteran; N2Giving, which promotes and funds chari-
table projects that support and assist the needs of service men and women; and Rock 
for Vets, a music program for veterans, who will be providing the live music. 

“This year’s festival is bigger and better than ever before,” said councilwoman 
Stacy Mungo. “We listened to the suggestions from last year’s attendees and 

improved upon an already fantastic celebration. This year, there will be plen-
ty of shade, live music, and some fantastic food options.”

Dozens of airplanes and helicopters, both vintage and modern, will be 
flown in for the event. The aircraft will be on display so that attendees 

can get an up-close look. One of the most interesting planes on display 
will be the first DC-10 produced at McDonnell Douglas, which retired 

earlier this year. What makes this plane special is that for the past 22 
years it has been used as a mobile eye surgery center, saving 

children from preventable blindness. 

Other aircraft that will be on display include Wilber 
Owens War Birds from WWII, the Lakewood 

Sheriff Skynight helicopter, the Angel City 
Flyers, a sailplane, and many more.

“Long Beach has such a rich avi-
ation history and the Festival 

of Flight is a free event 
for the community 

to come see 

Festival of Flight
A Community Celebration 
Honoring Our Local Heroes 

in Aviation and 
AmericaBy Andrea Sampson
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what the airport is all about,” said Jess Romo, Director 
at Long Beach Airport. “Visitors can tour vintage air-
planes and learn about our local airport. It’s a wonder-
ful day.”

There will be many community businesses on display 
and vendor booths to visit, as well as some great deals, 
giveaways, and drawings. 

“This is such a wonderful family event for our com-
munity,” said Mungo. “I’m looking forward to spend-
ing time with our neighbors and honoring our local 
heroes.”

Join the celebration! The Festival of Flight will be 
located at the Long Beach Airfield ACCESSIBLE FROM 
CHERRY AVE - look for the 100-foot American flag 
marking the entrance at 3590 E. Wardlow Rd. The festi-
val will take place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on November 
5th. For more information visit lgb.org, call 562-570-
2678 or email flylgb@longbeach.gov.  

Long Beach Airport and the City of Long 
Beach also invite the community to a 
more serious discussion about the cur-
rently proposed, potential customs facility.  
Learn more about the Federal Inspection 
Service (FIS) Feasibility Study Results at 
one of two community study sessions!

 Airport Advisory Commission 
(AAC)

Thursday, October 20, 2016
Long Beach Gas & Oil Auditorium

2400 East Spring Street
6:30 pm

Economic Development 
Commission (EDC)

Tuesday, October 25, 2016
City Council Chambers

333 West Ocean Boulevard
EDC meeting begins at 4:00 pm; 

FIS study session starts at 6:00 pm

•908•
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Sometimes we’re too busy to realize 
the hidden gems right in our own 
backyards.  The Spring Street Busi-
ness Association was formed to re-
mind us of all the great local business 
that East Long Beach residents can 
benefit from, so close to their homes.

Think about the corner of Spring and 

Palo Verde. You zoom by it on your way 
home from work, or while picking your 
child up at school, but perhaps don’t 
realize the depth and vibrancy of busi-
ness right at that corner.  Restaurants 
like Super Mex, Straw Hat, Fushion Su-
shi, John’s Burgers, Flipping Pizza, the 
list goes on... The El Dorado and Baja 
Sonora are right down the street!

By Jonathan Murrietta

There are coffee shops like Grounds, 
Coffee Bean, and Starbucks...workout 
facilities, pet supplies, nail salons, and 
all sorts of service businesses.  While 
the businesses draw from all over 
greater Long Beach, there is a general 
sense among proprietors that their fa-
vorite customers are their local neigh-
bors right here in the 908!

Armando Rodriguez, the president of 
the business association and owner of 
the Spring Street UPS Store at the Lake-
wood Plaza Marketplace agrees. 

“I’ve had the business here for the 
last 20 years,” Rodriguez said. “People 
have a great sense of community here 
in East Long Beach. They’re proud of 
where they live. The majority of our 
customers have lived here all their 
life. It’s a sense of great honor and 
pride that people have continued to 
do business with us throughout the 
generations.

Local Business Coming Together
in the Heart of East Long Beach

Spring Street Business Association

Armando Rodriguez
Associate Vice President
UPS Store, Spring Street

Anna Glassey
Store Manager

2nd St. Beauty, (Spring Street)

By Jonathan Murrietta
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“The Spring Street 
Business Association 
is a liaison between 

the businesses and the 
community, and we 
want to continue to 
encourage the com-

munity to support our 
local businesses.”

-Armando Rodriguez, 
Spring Street UPS Store 

•908•

The Spring Street Business Association 
is partnering with Long Beach Airport’s 
Festival of Flight this November to 
showcase the best 90808 has to offer, 
centered around the businesses along 
the East Long Beach Spring Street Corri-
dor. Look for the Spring Street Business 
Association table on fairgrounds amidst 
the tours of vintage airplanes and say 
hello.

They will offer attendees at the event 
a chance to win prizes, eat at various 
food trucks, and enjoy live music. 

“I hope that people stop by our table at 
the Festival of Flight, so we can show 
them the benefits we provide to the 
community,” Rodriguez said. “East Long 
Beach is a great neighborhood, with 
great families. And everything that you 
need, we have here.” 

Support local Long Beach businesses 
by shopping Spring Street Business As-
sociation, and experience the array of 
well-diversified businesses the 908 has 
to offer—places like the Grocery Outlet 
Bargain Market on 6436 E. Spring St, 
which opened this past February. 

“We are a discount grocery store that 
specializes in wine and organic prod-
ucts,” said Grocery Outlet Bargain 
Market owner Jonathan Lawton. “Our 
core customer is the wine customer—
we have a full-time wine steward who 
works with us every day selling wine 
and recommending wine parings. We 

Take advantage of one of Spring Street Business Alliance’s new businesses, “The MODERN,” a venue to host any kind of 
event or party. This place is a party-planner thrower’s dream with its tall dramatic ceilings, striking staircase, and elegant 
30-foot plus windows overlooking the Long Beach airfield, and conveniently located on Spring Street near Douglas Park. 
Whether it’s a gala, wine tasting fundraiser, corporate all-day training, or birthday party worth remembering, this location 
is perfect for anyone’s custom event. From parties for 400 people to intimate gatherings for 50, The MODERN has you 
covered. The MODERN is also the perfect place to host a wedding. Ideal for an exclusive, intimate wedding celebration. 
Or host a music/entertainment gathering and watch the delight from your guests as they enjoy a night at The MODERN. 
Whatever event or party suits your fancy, The MODERN is the place to provide it. 

have a 20- percent-off wine sale com-
ing up in November.”  

Lawton added that a majority of his 
customers are people from the neigh-
borhood. “It’s a big city, but when you 
get involved in your local community, 
like the Fifth District, it feels like a small 
town,” Lawton said. 

“We know a lot of our customers by 
name, they live right here within blocks 
and love coming to support our local 
businesses. The Spring Street Business 
Association is community oriented and 
offers very friendly customer service. 
I think that’s one of the biggest things 
that distinguishes us from just about 
any other shopping center.”

The Festival of Flight takes place 
Saturday, November 5, 2016. The free 
event is open to the public beginning 
at 10 a.m. at the Long Beach Airfield. 
Bring the whole family by the Spring 
Street Business Association booth and 
say hello to your beloved local business 
owners. And go Long Beach! 

Coming this Fall to 

Spring Street... 

The Modern LB
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The beach. On its own, 
the above is not a full sentence but a mere 
fragment. Without a predicate stating 
something about the subject, in this case, 
the beach, it is meaningless. After all, the 
phrase, “Go Beach!” wouldn’t be a phrase 
at all, if it weren’t for the people behind 
the expression shouting it.
The beach in Long Beach wouldn’t be the 
same if weren’t for the people who enjoy 
it, and Long Beach residents have always 
loved our beach. From the high surf 
years, back before we had a breakwater 
and longboard enthusiasts flocked to the 

waves to “hang 10,” to the gentle rolling 
sea that laps the sand today—our beach 
provides a venue for people to get outside, 
exercise, and enjoy life.
“The beach brings happy attitudes,” said 
local resident Lenny Arkinstall. “You 
meet people and make lifelong friends, 
like the old man named Jim who walks up 
and down the beach every day. Some-
times, I sit on a bench with him and he 
tells me old World War II stories. We sit 
there, overlooking the Pacific Ocean—it’s 
just awesome.”
Arkinstall has been living on his boat for 
25 years in the Cerritos Bahia Marina. It’s 
people like him who give Long Beach a 
small-town feeling amidst the backdrop of 
the magnificent docked Queen Mary, the 
towering buildings of downtown, and the 
large port. 
“What’s really important about Long 
Beach is that we have one of the largest, 
if not the largest, municipal harbors for 

boats, and we have year-around boating, 
which is a big economic boom for the city. 
It’s also a great venue for all of the kids 
who get into sailing,” Arkinstall said. 
But what Arkinstall really appreciates 
about Long Beach’s coastal community is 
that it is simply a beautiful place to take 
his dog to the beach. 
“I really love going to Rosie’s Dog Beach,” 
he said. “I just took my dog there the 
other day and found a spot on the beach 
where I wouldn’t be bothered by any other 
dogs. I was just sitting there with my dog 
on the beach eating my lunch. I don’t 
know of many places where you can do 
that in a big city.”

Giving
Meaning to a 
Big Coastal City
By Jonathan Murrietta

The
Beach

Lenny Arkinstall
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But Arkinstall does more than appreciate 
where he lives, he is working to make it 
better. Arkinstall is founder of the Los 
Cerritos Wetlands Stewards, a non-profit 
organization dedicated to restoring the 
local natural habitats and urban wetlands 
surrounding Alamitos Bay and beyond. 
“In 1992, I moved aboard my boat in 
the marina,” Arkinstall says. “Across the 
channel, I saw a large body of water and 
was curious about what it was, so I went 
over there with my dog and we noticed 
the whole place was trashed up.” 
Arkinstall started moving the debris little 
by little, and soon he noticed all these 
plants springing up. The next day, he went 
back and the area was filled with shore 
birds. When he saw how beautiful the 
wetlands were, he couldn’t stop cleaning. 
Six years later, Arkinstall landed on CBS 
News, Discovery, National Geographic, 
and Huell Howser for his efforts to restore 
Long Beach’s local wetlands. 
“Then, the City of Long Beach Parks 
Department said, ‘Hey, if you were able to 
do this by yourself, maybe you could help 
us out cleaning the Golden Shore Biolog-
ical Reserve (behind the Aquarium of the 
Pacific) and the Colorado Lagoon,’” said 
Arkinstall. “Now I take care of 10 natural 
habitat parks in the local area.” 
People like Arkinstall make the big city of 
Long Beach and its coast uniquely small 
and friendly.
Another exemplar of this is Ken Williams, 
who has owned a kayak and paddleboard 
rental on Ocean Boulevard since 1992. 
“I’d say Long Beach is a big city and 
several small towns,” Williams says with a 
chuckle. “As big as Long Beach is, it seems 
like everyone knows each other.” 
Because there’s no commercial building 
with a “Rent Kayaks Here” sign outside, 

people usually learn about Williams’ 
rental business through word-of-mouth. 
Williams simply puts out his various 
watercraft on the sand during the day and 
stores them in a garage at night. He also 
provides quality instruction at his rental 
business, to ensure safety in the water. 
But perhaps most interesting is that Wil-
liams hosts voyages out to sea and around 
the local bay for stand-up paddle board-
ers to get a unique experience paddling 
amongst the dolphins. 
“We find a pod of dolphins on flat, calm 
water days,” Williams says. “We’ll go as 
far as Catalina Island to see the dolphins, 
but sometimes we don’t even have to pass 
the breakwater; the dolphins come right 
into the harbor. They follow the paddle 
boarders everywhere. We guarantee that 
people will paddle with dolphins or they 
get a free trip.” 
Williams has seen a changing tide in the 
way residents have interacted with the 
beach throughout the years. According to 
Williams, stand-up paddle boarding is the 
newest, biggest water sport among locals 
these days. 
“It’s something that almost everybody is 
going to know how to do eventually,” Wil-
liams said. “It exercises you from the tip of 
your fingers to the tip of your toes.” 
He sees numerous paddle boarders a day 
in the Alamitos Bay—a place he calls the 
“best-kept secret between Los Angeles 
and Orange County.”
“It’s the most user-friendly bay in terms of 
the water being safe and calm,” Williams 
said. “Although it’s big and has six miles 
of waterways, you’re always within several 
hundred yards of a beach, dock, or life-
guard.”
Williams and the crew at his rental busi-
ness also take kids from the community 
snorkeling in the bay to observe the sea 
life.
“There are tropical seahorses in our bay 
right now,” Williams said. “They are usu-
ally found in Central America, all the way 

down to Peru and the Galapagos Islands. 
They are beautiful creatures—seven inch-
es tall, with a golden color, and a crown 
on their head that flares out.” 
Williams knows a lot about the sea life 
that inhabits Long Beach, since he’s been 
scuba diving and snorkeling the local 
waters for decades.  
“When I was 11 years old, I took a scuba 
class at the Deep Blue Scuba and Swim 
Center in Belmont Shore,” Williams said. 
“Years later, I got into commercial diving 
and collecting exotic fish for aquatic 
museums.”
Williams has seen the world, even snor-
keled the waters in Benghazi Libya, where 
he lived for a season as a kid. Yet, Long 
Beach and the surrounding coastal com-
munity, has always been home to him.
Home. That’s another fragment and with-
out a predicate it doesn’t mean much. But 
just like when a subject and a predicate 
meet to form a sentence, when people like 
Lenny Arkinstall and Ken Williams come 
to the beach, they give it meaning. The 
beach is home. That’s a full sentence, and 
Long Beach’s coast is home to the people 
who give it meaning.

For more information about Lenny Ar-
kinstall’s Los Cerritos Wetlands Stewards, 
visit www.lcwstewards.org and for more 
information regarding Ken Williams’ kay-
ak and paddle board business, visit www.
standuprentals.net/info. •908•

Ken Williams
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Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in Lakewood 
Village and attended Mark 
Twain Elementary, Bancroft 
Middle School, Lakewood 
High School, Long Beach 
City College, and I’m now 
attending Cal State Long 
Beach.
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
I did the sports programs 
at Pan Am Park, which 
included volleyball, soccer, 
basketball, and t-ball. My 
hobbies are all sports-cen-
tered—golf, bmx and moun-
tain biking, skateboarding, 
dirt biking, and, of course, 
bodyboarding. 
  

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
Alternative Surf provides 
Long Beach residents with 
anything they need for body-
boarding, bodysurfing, or 
ocean swimming. We have 
boards, leashes, swimfins—
you name it. We also donate 
regularly to local fundraisers 
in the Seal Beach area. 

Q: Why did you choose to 
start your business in Seal 
Beach?
We chose this area because 
the business already existed 
here, and in the Long Beach 
area, there was absolutely 
no one who would stock 
bodyboard products—except 
for Alternative Surf. It was 
the only place to go!

Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
My childhood memories—
going to my friends’ houses 
without worrying about ask-
ing our parents for a ride. 
Before everyone had cell 
phones, we would meet at 

the park and hang out with 
whoever was there. I would 
bike around all day long, 
until I heard a whistle from 
my Dad to call me home for 
dinner. Just like in a small 
town, we could hop on our 
bikes or skateboards to get 
anywhere we needed to go! 

Ryan
Frazzetta Alternative SurfQ&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in Los Altos and 
attended St. Joseph 
Elementary school and St. 
Anthony High School.
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
I was involved in sports 
at St. Joseph, and always 
attended 49er Camp. I also 
worked at the shop from a 
pretty young age (my dad 
owned it before me)—no 
child labor laws back then!
  
Q: What is one fond memory 
you have from growing up 
that is unique to LB?
Spending the summer at 
49er camp and going to the 
bay are my fondest child-

hood memories.

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
Our business provides tro-
phies, awards, and recogni-
tion gifts for all occasions.
 
Q: Why did you choose to 
start your business in Long 
Beach? 
My parents chose to start 
the shop in Long Beach 
because of all the local 
schools, parks, and sports 
leagues, and also because 
of our community contacts. 
After serving on the Nimitz 
in the Navy I had an op-
portunity to stay in Seattle 
and work at the shipyard.  
I decided to come home 
to Long Beach where my 

family and friends were.  My 
mom asked if I would help 
her at the shop until I found 
work, and the rest is history.  
After 46 years in the same 
location our lease is up and 
we are having to relocate in 
January 2017.

Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
I run into people all over 
town that I grew up with 
or went to school with—it 
makes East Long Beach 
feel like a very small town! 

Shawn
Fitzpatrick University TrophiesQ&A
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Mike Gillespie drives a taxi. But it’s not 
yellow.  It doesn’t pick you up at the air-
port and take you to a hotel. Or pick you 
up at a bar and take you through the Del 
Taco drive-thru on your way home.
Mike is the captain of a water taxi down 
at the port.  He heads a boat that delivers 
crew and supplies to cargo and cruise 
ships all over the Port of Long Beach.  
It’s a job you might not have known was 
there, but once you learn what Mike 
does….yeah it makes a lot of sense.  
There are a lot of surprising jobs at the 
Port.  Mike, who grew up in the 908, 
wishes that more East Long Beach kids 
knew about the Port and the many job op-
portunities it offers.  Mike got his first of 
many jobs at the Port while he was in high 
school, helping a friend’s dad who owned 
Spirit Cruises.  After Mike graduated from 
Wilson he went to Sonoma State for a few 
years but ended up coming back to Long 
Beach. The Port was where he wanted to 
be.  
“I wish more high school kids would 
come down to the Port and just check it 
out, maybe get an internship or just offer 
to work for free,” said Mike.  “There are a 
lot of really interesting, high-paying jobs 

available that kids just don’t know about.” 
When 908 Magazine took a ride-along 
with Gillespie this October, we met anoth-
er local named Spencer, who was picked 
up by Gillespie’s water taxi from a Navy 
ship anchored just outside the Port.  Spen-
cer was heading home for his four-month 
leave, after living on the ship for the last 
four months.
Spencer is a ship-engine mechanic who 
has been working four-months-on, four-
months-off shifts ever since his uncle 
told him about this job right out of high 
school.  The more you talk to Spencer the 
more you realize how much he likes his 
job.  
And the pay?
“Yeah, it’s good,” he said with a sly smile.
Mike and Spencer are perfect examples 
of folks holding jobs you may never have 
even thought about.  These well-paying 
jobs are available to us 908 residents as a 
result of having the 2nd largest port in the 
nation right in our backyard.
According to their most recent, 2015 
estimates, the Port of Long Beach (POLB) 
has created more than 30,000 jobs in Long 
Beach, more than 316,000 jobs in South-
ern California, and more than 1.4 million 

jobs throughout the U.S. 
If you live in Long Beach, chances are you 
know either a Port employee or a long-
shoreperson.  But when’s the last time you 
saw the Port?  Or even thought about it?
It definitely affects your daily life in a big 
way.  Your shoes, your TV, your phone, 
maybe even your car… more than likely 
came to America by way of the Port of 
Long Beach.  Or its next-door neighbor 
Port of Los Angeles. 

Pof
Long Beach

o
r
t

the

Understanding the Port 
and how it impacts our 
lives in East Long BeachBy John Grossi

Mike Gillespie
Captain, US Water Taxi

(continue to page 76)
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DAILY PUBLIC SKATING
AT ALL 7 OF

THE RINKS LOCATIONS

FOR MORE INFORMATION & RINK LOCATIONS VISIT: WWW.THE-RINKS.COM @THE_RINKS

PUBLIC SKATING 
SESSION

Good for one free public skate session and skate rental at all The 
Rinks locations with paid admission of equal or greater value.

This coupon has no cash value.  Expires 04/01/17

7.4x4.73_LB908_Ad_Public Skating_October2016.indd   1 9/29/16   1:39 PM
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It’s amazing to think of the impact these 
twin ports have.  Just look at the sticker 
on the bottom of anything you own.  Does 
it say “Made in China?”  Or “Made in 
[anywhere in Asia]” for that matter?  If so 
it probably came by way of POLB/POLA.  
Now think of how many goods there are 
scattered throughout every household 
in America.  A large percentage of those 
come right here through our city.  
Port of Long Beach just makes economic 
sense for most companies.  Even for say, 
Nike, getting a Chicago Bulls player his 
basketball shoes, made in China, all the 
way to his feet in Chicago.  
That trip takes 19 days going through 
Long Beach.  The closest alternative Port 
would get those shoes from China to Chi-
cago in 30 days.  Which, over the course 
of a year and a lot of mass-produced 
shoes, adds up to millions of dollars.  
Time is money.
The Port of Long Beach knows that and 
has formed such an intricate and efficient 
system of transportation that it is actually 
a bit daunting to think about.  Be thank-
ful your job isn’t logistics at the Port.  Or 
maybe it is and you’re reading this and 

laughing at our layman’s interpretation.

The Process
Independent stevedoring companies 
lease out terminals from the Port of Long 
Beach and sign their own contracts with 
shipping companies that import products 
to the Port of Long Beach.  For those of 
you who, like me, don’t already know, 
“stevedoring” literally means loading and 
unloading cargo.  
Unloading time depends on the size of 
the ship.  Smaller ships (in Port terms - 
believe me, if you see them, they’re not 
small) can be unloaded in a couple of 
days.  The bigger ships are still usually 
unloaded within five days.  Which is an 
amazing feat if you see these ships.  Some 
are up to twenty stories high, loaded with 
containers, and over four football fields 
long….those tend to have the word “Chi-
na” labeled somewhere on the ship….we 
tend to import a lot from China.
So once the stevedores unload the ships 
the trucking begins.  There are a lot of 
trucks down by the Port.  Maybe that 

realization crossed your mind last time 
you found yourself on the 710, but did 
you connect all the dots?  I know I didn’t 
the last time I was on the 710, wondering 
if I had taken the worst route possible to 
Dodger Stadium (I think they’re all the 
worst).  But all that traffic means a lot of 
business at the Port.
For a small business advocate like myself, 
it’s cool learning how many independent 
businesses are a part of Port operations.  
The Port basically acts as one huge land-
lord, but they lease out to a lot of other 
small, medium, and large businesses.  A 
lot.  There are hundreds of independent 
trucking companies and thousands of 
truckers working out of POLB.
But it’s not all trucks.  This port connects 
our entire nation to the global econo-
my.  Trains, planes, ships, rigs: all create 
a network of outward transportation.  
Getting imported products from the Port 
efficiently out to other ports, cities, and 
various warehouses so product can be put 
into stores.   A total of 900 million square 
feet of warehouse support POLB alone.  
That means a lot more small businesses 
running those warehouses, plus mid-
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dle-manning storage services all over the 
greater Long Beach area.
I know what you’re thinking…ok, so the 
Port has all of these processes and creates 
all of these jobs for imports, right?  But 
what are the actual goods that fill these 
mounds of containers on ships that could 
hold a whole city?   The products liter-
ally could be anything and everything, 
but the top five are: furniture, apparel, 
vehicle parts, electronics, and machinery.  
Footwear is number 10 on the list, so our 
Chicago Bulls analogy wasn’t far-fetched.
Lee Peterson, a communications em-
ployee at Port of Long Beach, gave our 
magazine a tour of all the various Port 
processes, pointing out many of the 
different cycles just discussed from a 
view perched atop the roof of the Port’s 
$21-million-dollar security building…
built after 9/11.
“One thing about our Port that Long 
Beach residents should be proud of, is that 
it is self-funded.  The Port creates incred-
ible revenue for the city but does not use 
any tax-payer dollars.  The whole Port 
is supported by revenues created from 
leases. We invest our profits back into the 

Port infrastructure.”
That statement says a lot when you 
consider the amount of money currently 
going into improvements to make Port of 
Long Beach the best in the nation.  Last 
year almost 600 million dollars were 
invested into the Port of Long Beach as 
compared to less than 300 million by the 
next best Port.  And again, none of that is 
taxpayer money.
The investments into a number of projects 
include making POLB the greenest and 
cleanest port in North America.  A large 
portion of the investment is going into 
rebuilding the Gerald Desmond Bridge.  
Still more is going into ongoing mid-
dle-harbor renovations on the LBCT ter-
minal, POLB being the first North Amer-
ican port to implement fully-automated 
cranes to improve safety, carbon footprint, 
and efficiency.  Lee Peterson assures us 
this is not at the expense of jobs.
“It takes an army of technicians and 
operators to keep the machines running, 
even though the terminals are fully-auto-
mated,” he said.
Proud that I had come up with a great 
question, I suddenly changed subjects on 
Lee.  I asked how the Port functions had 
changed over the decades as America has 
shifted from a top exporter in the world 
to a top importer.  And how would the 
Port be able to handle it if we were to start 
producing more as a country.
His answer was simple and obvious and 
made me feel a little sheepish.
“Yes, it certainly has changed quite a bit 
since the Port was founded in 1911,” he 
appeased my question, “But the thing 

about importing and exporting is that 
those ships are going back and forth 
either way.”
Oh yeah, I thought.
“Right now, about half of the containers 
going back to Asia are empty, but if that 
changes at all, we are both equipped and 
happy to carry the cargo.”
Good answer and so much for my smart 
question.
I know what you’re thinking…we have to 
be exporting something out of this Port, 
what is it?
Have you ever driven the 5 Freeway up 
to the Bay Area and wondered where the 
hundred-mile stretches of farm crops end 
up?  Turns out a lot of them end up at the 
Port of Long Beach.  One of our top con-
tainerized exports is food.  To round out 
the top 5, the others are wastepaper, scrap 
metal, plastics, and animal feed.

The Port not 
only affects all of us, it is incredibly inter-
esting to learn about.  Just looking at the 
thing fascinates me.  If you haven’t taken 
the 710 into Downtown in a while, it’s 
worth the drive and the view.
Learning about every step of trade and 
logistics and how the Port has built itself 
over the last 100 years into a leading glob-
al entity, and how it continues to build, 
is all pretty amazing for those of us who 
don’t think about it every day.
There are thousands of stevedores, truck 
drivers, engineers, logistics, IT people, 
terminal-operators, tugboat captains, the 
list goes on…it seems there is a job for 
every little thing you can think of in oper-
ating the nation’s 2nd largest Port.
But with millions of transactions going 
on and all different sorts of companies 
and individuals working with each other 
to conduct world trade, amounting to 
billions of dollars each and every day…. 
something’s got to go wrong right?  Some-
one’s got to forget something…right?
Well, some local entrepreneur even 
thought of that.  So he started a water taxi 
business.  If a ship needs to be worked 
on, or stocked with something it forgot, 
they just call Mike Gillespie.  He’ll drive 
his taxi over and help them out.  And they 
don’t even have to tip him.

“One thing about our 
Port that Long Beach 

residents should be 
proud of, is that it is 

self-funded.  The Port 
creates incredible 

revenue for the city 
but does not use any 
tax-payer dollars.”

-Lee Peterson
Port of Long Beach, communications 

•908•
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Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in Alamitos 
Heights and went to school 
at Lowell, Rogers, Wilson 
High School, and Long 
Beach State.
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
I always played sports. My 
hobbies included basketball, 
track, high jump, and tennis.
  
Q: What is one fond memory 
you have from growing up 
that is unique to Long Beach 
involving the city’s infra-
structure?
My husband and I both went 
to Long Beach State, and 
we’ve watched it grow into 
a great campus over the 

years—the Pyramid, rec 
center, and the new science 
building. At EJ’s, we have 
built a great partnership with 
LB State. We hold parties 
for the staff and do a lot of 
advertising with them—they 
are part of our community. 
We advertise in the Pyramid 
and also with the Dirtbags. 
Prior to games we get a lot 
of fans & they come back 
after games too! We provide 
a 10% discount to all em-
ployees at CSULB.

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
We want families and 
friends to have fun at our 
restaurant watching sporting 
events on our 17 TVs, enjoy-
ing great food, and creating 

memories. EJ’s is a great 
location in a great city—the 
city we live in.
 
Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?
Wherever we go in LB we 
see someone we know 

either through our kids or 
school or work. This is a 
tight-knit community that 
comes together whenever 
needed and we all support 
local business.  This is not 
only a great place to live but 
also a great community to 
run a business.

Janine
Ritter EJ Malloy’s Pub and GrillQ&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in the East Long 
Beach neighborhood of Los 
Altos and attended Bethany 
Elementary School, Cubber-
ley, Newcomb Academy, and 
Millikan High School.
  
Q: What is a fond memory 
you have from growing up 
that is unique to LB?
Some of my fondest child-
hood memories were sitting 
with a cup of hot chocolate 
watching the Christmas 
Parade and riding my bike 
with a group of friends down 
to Belmont Shore for the 
Fourth of July. I now look 
forward to celebrating these 
events with my own wife and 
children.

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
My primary focus is to 
provide peace of mind to 
individuals and families by 
ensuring that probate is 
avoided and assets are 
distributed according to 
the individual wishes. I also 
represent executors and 
trustees in estate adminis-
tration for trusts and, if nec-
essary, probate. I explore 
all possibilities to determine 
if probate can be avoided, 
then effectively and effi-
ciently carry out the wishes 
of the decedent.
 
Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 
small town?

After graduating from 
Millikan, I spent four years 
at UCLA, traveled through-
out the U.S. and to many 
different countries, and 
then lived in San Diego for 
a number of years. To my 
surprise, there was not a 
single place that felt like 

home. Like many “big cities,” 
Long Beach has everything 
within arm’s reach, but more 
importantly, the camarade-
rie and community provide 
that “small town” feel. We all 
share the same Long Beach 
experience and the sense 
of pride that follows. 

Davis
Zellmer Attorney at LawQ&A
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As a big-little city, one of the perks we 
have is an official, legitimate downtown 
area. 

But when is the last time you’ve been 
downtown? Admittedly, I had lost touch 
with downtown as my roots have grown 
in East Long Beach. Even though I lived 
downtown for more than five years 
(10+ years ago), I seldom travel the 20 
minutes it takes to get there. But, here’s 
the kicker – I’ve been missing out. And I 
bet you have too!

Brian Addison from the Downtown Long 
Beach Alliance was kind enough to give 
me a walking tour of the area recently. I 
had no idea what to expect, but I have to 
say I got chills, I squealed, and I Insta-
grammed (a lot) during this two-hour 
tour! Downtown Long Beach is really 
coming into its own. And as a proud 
Long Beach resident, this just adds to 
the passion I have for this city. 

Whether you’re a foodie, an art lover, a 
history buff or just like a good drink, I 
guarantee DTLB has something for your 
next night out!

Be A Foodie
• Pier 76 has some of the best and 
freshest seafood around. Ask Chef and 
avid fisherman Christopher Krajacic 
(formerly of Walt’s Wharf in Seal Beach) 
what he has caught lately, and you may 
just get the actual “catch of the day.” 

• Bo Beau offers California-French 
comfort food in an awe-inspiring envi-
ronment. Stop in for dinner downstairs 
and then hit up their “Roof Tap” lounge 
upstairs. 

• Sweet Dixie Kitchen brings seasonal, 
fresh and delicious Southern inspired 
dining to DTLB. Famous for their peach 
cobbler and Jack Daniels Bread Pud-
ding, Sweet Dixie Kitchen has a full 
menu and serves brunch all day. 

• Naree Thai.  This new restaurant in 
Downtown serves the highest of quality 
Thai food,  Located in the 555 Ocean 
complex, Naree Thai brings a truly exot-
ic taste Thai to Downtown.

Hit The Bars
• The Roof Tap Bar at Bo Beau offers 
80 beers on tap, craft cocktails, and an 
award-winning menu in a casual, fun 
atmosphere. 

• The Parlour at The Federal Bar is your 
1920’s speakeasy dream come true, 
complete with leather furniture, sub-
dued lighting, and an entrance through 
an unmarked door in the back. But, 
you’ll need to know a member or the 
pass code to get in. 

• The Federal Underground is the 
new place to discover local music. Set 
underneath the Federal Bar, the Federal 
Underground has the same mystique 
as The Parlour, but with more fun and 
excitement. 

• The Blind Donkey is also underground, 
sitting beneath the historic Broadlind 
building at Broadway and Linden in the 
East Village. Offering up arguably Long 
Beach’s best selection of whiskies, this 
bar is par none on spirits. 

By Jennifer Newton

Pier 76

Bo Beau

It’s The Best Night Out 
You Forgot About!

BIG CITY: DOWNTOWN LONG BEACH
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Experience the Art 
Scene
• The Garage Theatre is an innovative 
leader in the performing arts and was 
named “Best Alternative Theatre” by OC 
Weekly. The Garage Theatre is current-
ly running Evil Dead: The Musical, a 
gore-filled musical extravaganza that 
covers three legendary films in under 
two hours. 

• Fingerprints Music has found the elixir 
of life in a dying business. One of the 
last full-service music stores around, 
Fingerprints is thriving in an era when 
records are going the way of the dino-
saur. Keep your eyes open as you shop, 
you may just run into Brian Wilson or 
get lucky with a surprise performance 
by the Foo Fighters.  

Find The BEST Beer
• Beachwood BBQ & Brewing was 
named the world’s best large gastropub 
at this past year’s World Beer Cup and 
has been honored multiple times for its 
array of in-house brews. 

• Speaking of Beachwood, their off-
shoot known as The Blendery is your 
place if you like to “geek out” over beer. 
Their modern approach on produc-
ing Belgium-style sour beer includes 
a 1,000-barrel-capacity aging room, 
where the beer brews in a custom-de-
signed enclosed environment built 
to mimic the daily temperature and 
humidity fluctuations of an actual barrel 
room in Belgium.

• Congregation Ale House is not only 
good for about a hundred church puns 
(the delivery entrance is entitled “Deliv-
erance”), but it was also named the #2 
Best Happy Hour for Craft Beer by LA 

Weekly. 
• Beer Belly is coming soon! Already 
a craft beer legend in LA’s Koreatown, 
Beer Belly is opening their second loca-
tion at 255 Long Beach Blvd.  

Find The BEST Coffee
• Recreational Coffee is known for hav-
ing “the best” cup of coffee downtown 

because they carefully source their cof-
fee, tea and pastries (mainly from local 
vendors) and meticulously craft their 
menu to provide the ultimate customer 
experience. 

• Berlin Bistro by Portfolio Coffee House 
is known for having “the best” coffee 
house experience with great food, great 
coffee and great service. It doesn’t hurt 
that they are also attached to Finger-
prints, so you can grab your favorite 
coffee while listening to your favorite 
band.  

Find the BEST Dessert
• The Pie Bar had been one of Long 
Beach’s best-kept secrets. But with the 
opening of their storefront, the secret is 
out. Enjoy sweet and savory pies made 
from scratch with rotating monthly 
flavors.

• Romeo Chocolate is coming soon! The 
highly-anticipated opening of Romeo’s 
first storefront will provide downtown 
visitors with micro-batch artisanal 
confections that feature world sourced 

chocolate with local influences. Yum! 

Meet Your Downtown 
Neighbors
• The Loop is the newest public space 
in downtown that is part art installation, 
part park, and part event space—entire-
ly dedicated to bringing the Long Beach 
community together. With ambient 
music playing all day and live music 
featured periodically, The Loop is giving 
new life to a long-vacant downtown 
corner. 

• Brass Lamp Book Bar is the best. 
concept. ever. Combining a coffee 
shop, wine bar, and bookstore with a 
co-working location and social space, 
Brass Lamp is the answer to everyone’s 
dilemma of where to gather when they 
are sick of Starbucks. 

Revel In Our History
• The Varden is a gorgeously renovated 
boutique hotel located in one of the old-
est buildings in Downtown Long Beach. 
Book a stay-cation and don’t forget to 
check out the mural by James Jean on 

the side of the building.

• Downtown Long Beach Alliance. I 
had to give a shout-out to my amazing 
tour guide, and Downtown Long Beach 
expert Brian for his amazing passion 
for preserving historic Long Beach, 
while creating an area that is ripe with 
amazing experiences for the modern 
community. 

So if you haven’t hit up Downtown Long 
Beach for a while, you have no idea 
what you are missing out on! Book a 
sitter. Grab an Uber. And get downtown 
this weekend—I’ll see you there!Congregation Ale House

Recreational Coffee

Varden

It’s The Best Night Out 
You Forgot About! (cont.)

BIG CITY: DOWNTOWN 
LONG BEACH

•908•
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D O W N T O W N L O N G B E A C H . O R G

Long Beach and its dynamically diverse neighborhoods o�ers unique 
adventures and eclectic experiences without leaving your hometown. 
Discover the place where urban living meets your waterfront. There is 
only one Downtown Long Beach—and it’s right in your backyard.
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Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in the neighbor-
hood known as the “Ran-
chos,” near El Dorado Park.
 I went to Cubberly, St. Jo-
seph, DeMille, and Millikan.
 
Q: What hobbies/extracur-
ricular activities were you 
involved in growing up?
There were always so many 
kids in the neighborhood, 
and there was always some-
thing going on.  I played in 
the river bed, which is now 
cemented, I played at Plaza 
Little League, I was in Boy 
Scouts, I played football 
at Millikan, hung out at the 
Ram Shack, surfed, skate-
boarded... all of it! 

Q: What is one fond 

memory from growing up 
that is unique to LB?
I remember going to the 
Crest Theatre to see The 
Sound of Music - it was a 
really big deal at the time 
and seemed so far away.
 
Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
Philly’s Best serves authen-
tic and really good chees-
esteaks, fries, and sand-
wiches.  We do our best to 
make sure every customer 
feels welcome and like 
they’re special when they 
come to eat with us.

 Q: Why did you choose to 
start your business in LB? 
I wanted to bring good food 
in a friendly atmosphere to 

Long Beach.  There were 
a lot of sandwich shops 
when we opened, but there 
weren’t any ‘mom & pop’ 
type that served grilled 
cheesesteaks.

Q: Why do you think (East) 
Long Beach feels like a 

small town?
I always run into people I 
went to elementary school 
with and we still ask about 
each others’ parents, etc.  
Many of the people I grew 
up with still live in the 908, 
along with their kids and 
grandkids.

Mark
Fortier Philly’s Best CheesesteaksQ&A

Q: In what LB neighborhood 
did you grow up?
I grew up in the Circle area 
of Long Beach, and at-
tended Our Lady of Refuge 
K-8th grade, St. Anthony for 
9th, and Wilson High School 
from 10th until graduation.
 
Q: What hobbies were you 
involved in growing up?
I surfed the local beaches 
(except Long Beach), and 
played basketball at Whaley 
Park, Horny Corner, and at 
the Goldmine. We always 
played outside, riding bikes 
up and down Signal Hill be-
fore it was developed.
  
Q: What is a fond 
memory you have from 
growing up that is unique to 
Long Beach?

My fondest memory is the 
music that represents Long 
Beach. From friends in local 
bands to big names like 
Snoop Dogg, Warren G, and 
most importantly Sublime. 
My teenage years consisted 
of backyard parties with 
Sublime—I saw them play a 
handful of times before they 
made it big.

Q: What service does your 
business provide to Long 
Beach residents? 
We provide home financ-
ing—whether you need a 
new loan to buy a house 
or to refinance an existing 
loan. Most of my business is 
repeat or referral business 
so we really focus on the 
customer service side of 
the business. It is not just a 

transaction for us. We strive 
for “Clients for Life.”
 
Q: Why do you think LB feels 
like a small town?
The best part of growing 
up in Long Beach was that 
you knew people from all 
parts of Long Beach. I knew 

people from all of the sur-
rounding schools, parks, and 
beaches and always felt a 
bond with them—just like life 
in a small town! Long Beach 
has always been good to 
me, and providing my ser-
vices to the people of this 
city has been a privilege.

Sonny
Davila Davila Group Mortgage PlanningQ&A
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Hi Jessica, what service does Interior 
Style Designs (ISD) provide?

ISD is a window treatment company. 
We do all types of window treatments 
including plantation shutters, custom 
draperies, blinds and shades. This year we 
also started carrying wallpaper which has 
become increasingly popular. All of our 
window treatments are custom-made to 
fit your windows. We provide full-service 
measuring, in-home appointments, instal-
lation and repairs.

How did you two get into this niche 
business in the first place?

I guess I followed in my dad's footsteps. 
He worked in the industry most of my life 
until recently retiring from Hunter Doug-
las, which is one of the main window 
treatment brands we offer. 

When I graduated from USC in 2003, I 
worked in marketing and retail for about 
a year before deciding that wasn't for me. 
I then went to work for a window treat-
ment company in South Orange County 
and fell in love with designing window 
treatments. 

In 2005, my husband got accepted to Cal 
State Long Beach so we moved to Long 
Beach to be near the school, fell in love 
with the city and decided to stay and start 
the company. We have been in business 

Advertiser Spotlight
For this issue, 908 Magazine 
Publisher John Grossi sits down 
with loyal advertiser Jessica 
Goodman to learn more about her 
and husband Josh’s window treat-
ment business and to thank them 
for supporting 908 magazine

for nearly 11 years and have so much 
pride in starting our business here.

What's it like working with your signifi-
cant other on a daily basis?

I'm not going to lie - it definitely has its 
ups and downs. When we first started 
our business we were always together. I 
installed with Josh every day and he went 
with me on all the in-home consultations. 
While we were building our customer 
base, this was a great experience for both 
of us, allowing us to become more knowl-
edgeable about all aspects of the business. 
I truly believe this shared knowledge is 
what made our business thrive during the 
economic downturn.

Once I got pregnant with our son Parker, 
business also started to pick up so that 
we were not together as much, as Josh 
handled installations while I handled the 
sales. So in short, now that we are busy 
managing different parts of the business, 
we are not really together a lot during the 
typical work day. Now with two kids at 4 
and 6 years old, we definitely have learned 
that communication is key. 

What's the most common window cov-
ering job you get?

There really is no common job. Every 
project is different, which is why I love my 
job. There are no two houses exactly alike. 
I would say that half of our business is 
shutters. They are a very popular product, 
as they offer many benefits to the home 
including energy efficiency, child safety, 
easy to clean, and great light control. Not 
to mention their beauty!

What's the strangest window covering 
job that's ever been requested?

Probably the most unusual would be a 
commercial skylight shade job we did 
in North Long Beach. The company had 
roughly 10 skylights about 40 feet up in 
the air. So we actually climbed up on their 
roof, removed the skylight windows and 
measured and installed the motorized 
skylight shades from the roof. I'm pretty 
sure we got the order because we were 
willing to do that. Shades came out beau-
tifully and the people who worked there 
were so happy to have the midday heat 
and glare off of them.

562 . 799 . 3900                                              interiorstyledesigns.com
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What is something difficult about owning your own business?

Probably just keeping balance. When you own a business there are so 
many things to keep track of. Josh and I have to manage our appoint-
ments, follow-ups, marketing, accounting, our installers and sales peo-
ple...just to name a few. Doing all this on a daily basis while maintaining 
a balanced family life is difficult. Also, while I do get to make my own 
schedule, we work 6 days a week which can be tiring.

What is the best part about owning your own business?

I think what makes me the most happy is knowing that our business 
not only supports my family but also helps to support the families of the 
people who work for us and that they are happy working with us. 

Is there any story about a relationship you've created with a client that 
really stands out?

I have been fortunate to become friends with many of my clients. Since 
I moved to Long Beach right before I started the company, I really had 
no friends here.  But now when I think about all of the great friendships 
I have developed, I realize that many of them have come from meeting 
people through our business connection. I also work with many interior 
designers, one of whom I now consider among my closest friends. 

What type of window coverings do you have at your own house?
We have plantation shutters in our family room, woven wood shades in 
our kids’ room and Roman shades in our bedroom.

Who are your competitors and how is your business unique?

I don't really talk about competition much. I feel like there is enough business out there for everyone. The people who work with me 
are my clients because they see the value in my company and enjoy working with me. I know my clients often get other estimates and 
I encourage people to do so.  That way they can feel comfortable with the purchase they are making for their home. When comparing 
"like for like" products, we are very competitive with our pricing. I just sold shutters to a client last month in which case my price for 
the exact same brand was 35% less expensive than the big company they got the other bid from. I was happy to know that I was able 
to help them with great customer service, attention to details, and meet their needs for much less money.

Thank you for supporting our magazine and for being such a great business in the 908!
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It’s good to know Long Beach stands at the forefront of the newest trend, “vertical aviation.”  You may know it 
better as “helicopter flying.” IEX Helicopters (formally known as Island Express Helicopters) is a full-service charter 
helicopter company based out of Long Beach. The helicopters launch downtown by the Queen Mary and are stored 
overnight at Long Beach Airport. Even better, it is a family-run small business achieving big things. IEX started over 
30 years ago as an express service between Long Beach and Catalina. “The island service is still our bread and but-
ter,” said Director of Sales and Business Management Gloria Correa. “Tours, getaways, business, whatever—we do it 
all.”  If you want to get to Catalina in 15 minutes and enjoy breathtaking views along the way, IEX is your ride. In the 
last few years IEX Helicopters has also emerged as the leader in Southern California charter flights. Private aviation 
charters, and especially vertical aviation charters, are becoming more accessible, more popular, and more routine for 
thousands of residents in the greater Long Beach area. For those of you (and us) who aren’t so privy to the workings 
of a charter helicopter company, we asked a few questions to find out more:  

Stored at Long Beach Airport, Launched next to the Queen Mary, 

IEX Helicopters is a small business doing big things

When I think of chartering a helicop-
ter I think of celebrities…

That is certainly correct. We ser-
vice celebrities quite often. TV and 
movie stars, sports stars, and famous 
musicians all ride in IEX helicopters. 
IEX is the only company in Southern 
California that has two S-76 model 
helicopters. They are top of the line, 
high-tech aircraft that seat up to nine 
people—think Cadillac and Bentley 
of the sky! 

Who else rides in your helicopters?

We are making aircraft more acces-
sible for all kinds of customers. With 
the amount of traffic in Los Angeles, 
chartering a helicopter is often a 
more practical and stylish way for 
people to commute between meet-
ings or to get away for a day! We 
have very prestigious certifications, 
including TOPS for safety, and we 
are a Part-135 level company, which 
is very rare to be awarded in vertical 
aviation. 

What makes you more accessible 
now?  

It helps that we are the only helicop-
ter business around that owns an 
active fleet of six helicopters, flying 
daily and offering different sizes and 
price ranges. We also happen to own 
five of our own heliports, which is 
very rare! That means we can take 
off whenever we want and have a lot 

more flexibility, since we don’t have 
to rent our heliports. We work more 
like Uber than a traditional helicop-
ter company. We have pilots at our 
heliport ready to fly from 7 a.m. -10 
p.m., and our mechanics and admin-
istration are available 24/7. You can 
book a ride a month in advance or an 
hour in advance, if we have availabil-
ity. You can even share a helicopter 
with the new vertical aviation app, 
EvoLux. If you have a party of five 
chartering a flight to Coachella on 
the S-76 and want to find a party of 
four going to the same place to share 
the cost we can accommodate that!

What is your connection to Long 
Beach?  

We owe our entire business to Long 
Beach. We work here, most of us live 
here, and most of our business still 
comes from flying average residents 
like you to and from Catalina. We 
have awesome tours available, hotel 

partnerships, and are perfect for 
romantic tours, marriage proposals, 
birthdays, and any group or corpo-
rate events.  Furthermore, we are in-
volved with many organizations in the 
city because it is important for us to 
be a part of the community. We be-
long to the Chamber of Commerce, 
the LB Airport Association, and assist 
with several local charities. We are a 
small business based in Long Beach 
because it is our home and because 
Long Beach has the 
location and ameni-
ties that allow us to 
be a family-run 
business with 
big-business 
clients and 
opera-
tions.

By John Grossi
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Do you have a unique story about 
why Life is Great in the 908?  An 
interesting anecdote about a local 
experience?  Did your neighbor help 

you when you were in need?  
We want to hear from you!  Post your story 
on Facebook.com/lifeisgreatinthe908 and 

we might print it in our next magazine!
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Long Beach hospitals 
offer residents the med-
ical accessibility of a 
big, metropolitan area, 
while providing a commitment to patient 
experience and investing in the little 
things that put the “care” into healthcare. 

The staff at Long Beach Memorial make 
the extra effort in taking care of their 
patients—like the nurse who brings the 
93-year-old rehab patient a cupcake on 
his birthday, or the staff member who 
buys an ailing child a grape slushy to 
cheer him up. 

“We have a program called the Simply 
Better Campaign that allows bedside staff 
to improve the patient experience and 
make it more personal,” said Dr. Kristin 
Mascotti, Quality Medical Officer of Long 
Beach Memorial.

The Simply Better Campaign illustrates 
one of Long Beach Memorial’s small-town 
driven initiatives, but there are also a 
number of big-city programs to highlight. 

In pediatrics, Miller Children’s and Wom-
en’s Hospital Long Beach offer specialty 
programs such as the pediatric intensive 
care unit and emergency center.  

“And on the adult side, we’re able to do a 
lot of cardiovascular surgeries, whether it’s 
heart valve replacement or other surger-
ies, through minimally invasive robotic 
techniques,” Mascotti adds. “Our cancer 
center is specializing in so many of the 
leading protocols on how to treat cancer. 
We definitely compete at a regional and 
national level on that kind of super-spe-
cialization.”

Super-specialization is also offered at 
Community Hospital Long Beach, acting 
under the umbrella of the Memorial 
Healthcare System as well. 

“Our principal objective is to provide 
accessible, high-quality care to the imme-
diate community, particularly in terms of 
the emergency department, which sees 
over 30,000 patients a year,” said Matthew 
Faulkner, Executive Director of Commu-
nity Hospital Long Beach Foundation. 

Three Big Hospitals, 
One Big City...
Why Long Beach Memorial, Community Hospital, and St. 
Mary Medical Center make our residents feel comfortable - 
even in less-than-comfortable circumstances

By Jonathan Murrietta

“Our cancer center is specializing in so many of the leading protocols 
on how to treat cancer. We definitely compete at a regional and nation-

al level on that kind of super-specialization.”  
-Dr. Kristin Mascotti, Long Beach Memorial Hospital

“We’re a non-trauma emergency department, meaning victims of vi-
olent crime and gunshot wounds usually don’t show up in our emer-

gency department—it makes us family-friendly in that regard.”  
-Matthew Faulkner, Community Hospital Long Beach
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A CONVERSATION ABOUT GRIEF

for the 

For those who have experienced a death of a loved one, this FREE community 
event will help you, your family and your friends once again pay attention to 
what matters in the holiday season. You will learn specific strategies for 
managing the activities and emotions that come along with this time of year and 
come away from the evening renewed and ready to reclaim the holidays.

The evening will include an inspirational speaker, a panel discussion, an open 
forum for questions and a candle lighting ceremony to honor those we’ve lost. 
Beverages and home baked treats will be provided.

Thursday, December 1, 2016
7:00-9:00pm

Parkcrest Church
5950 Parkcrest Street

Long Beach, CA 90808 RSVP for this FREE event at www.newhopegrief.org/holidays/

“Traditionally our wait times are less as 
we’re a non-trauma emergency depart-
ment, meaning victims of violent crime 
and gunshot wounds usually don’t show 
up in our emergency department—it 
makes us family-friendly in that regard.”

According to Faulkner, Community 
Hospital’s East Long Beach location also 
makes it a family-friendly facility. 

“Most of what surrounds Community 
Hospital are residential communities like 
Alamitos Heights, Park Estates, Belmont 
Shore, and we have been serving these 
areas for 92 years,” Faulkner said. 

About living and working in Long Beach, 
Faulkner adds his own unique plotline to 
the story. 

“I’m originally from England, and I took 
the last transatlantic crossing of the 
Queen Mary from Southampton, England 
to New York in September 1967,” he said. 
“So to live in Long Beach, work here, and 
be a part of this community has always 
been special for me. And, I get to look at 
the ship that brought me to this country 
anytime I want.”

The third hospital in Long Beach that 
offers a quality healthcare experience is St. 
Mary Medical Center. It has a level-two 
trauma center and big-city programs 
similar to Long Beach Memorial, while 

providing the spiritual care of the Catholic 
faith.

“We have a very strong tradition of 
following the Catholic directives, and we 
provide strong spiritual care that’s also 
very much needed,” said Cyndee Woelfle, 
Director of Marketing and Communica-
tions at St. Mary Medical Center. 

“Many of us go to a hospital once or twice 
in a lifetime, but when you have chronic 
disease, you need a very compassionate, 
human-to-human focused place to take 

care of you, because it can be very stress-
ful and scary. I hear patients who have 
been coming here forever, and I see them 
in the lobby and hugging the staff.” 

The common theme here is that, while 
Long Beach offers a plethora of health-
care opportunities, with many important, 
big city programs readily available to its 
residents, it’s the people who make all the 
difference. And from a medical stand-
point, when you feel close to others and 
your community, you just feel better.

“Many of us go to a hospital once or twice in a lifetime, but when you 
have chronic disease, you need a very compassionate, 
human-to-human focused place to take care of you.” 

-Cyndee Woelfle, St. Mary Medical Center

•908•



94 Movies on the Beach, Concerts in the Park, Stroll and Savor...East Long Beach residents out and about!

Barbara, Shirley, and  Joyce Anthony and Valerie

Gail and Laurie Kate, Kyla, Sam, and Jacob

Damian and Nate Samantha and Robert Brilynn and Milan

Courtney and John Peter and Sophia Noah and Adrian



95Movies on the Beach, Concerts in the Park, Stroll and Savor...

Lorelie, Daisy, and Jose Ron, Victor, and Bronson

Sarah, Amy, and Rebecca Liz, Jayne, and John

Danielle and Jason Scott and Tamara Danika and Chris

Rochelle and Jared Daniella, Carolyn, and Jack Zachary and Alex



96 COUPONS!!  CUT OUT AND SAVE.
SUPPORT SMALL BUSINESS IN THE 908’!



97The best way to support this magazine
is to support our advertisers!
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Imagine 
a pool of oil five 
miles long by one mile wide.  Start at 
the intersection of the 405 and 710 free-
ways and continue to the intersection 
of Lakewood Blvd. and PCH.  That’s a 
lot of oil and immense wealth.  And, it is 
real.  It is underground and it is the Long 
Beach Oil Field that was discovered in the 
1920’s.  At that time, southern California 
produced one-fifth the oil in the United 
States. Long Beach has grown and pros-
pered by extracting this buried wealth.

When oil exploration began in Long 
Beach in 1916, geologists looked for sur-
face changes in the soil that might indi-
cate fault lines, cracks in the earth’s crust 
that could lead to buried oil treasure. Or, 
if they were lucky, they might see signs 
of seepage where some oil leaked to the 
surface.  In 1921 Royal 
Dutch Shell 

drilled 
a “discovery well” 

in Signal Hill and 
had a gusher.  It 
sent oil shooting 
114 feet into the 
air and attracted 
the attention of 
500 onlookers.   

That well soon 
began producing 

1200 barrels a day.

In 1932 another major oil field was dis-
covered.  This one runs along the coast of 
Long Beach, up to and beyond Wilming-
ton.  Appropriately named the Wilming-
ton Oil Field, it is the third largest oil field 
in the country.  Although 90% of the oil 
has been withdrawn, Wilmington is still 
productive.  There are 2000 wells on land 

and 
of 

course the 
four oil islands just 

off the coast. The islands 
were named after astronauts who 

died in the line of duty in the early years 
of the U.S. space program. Island Free-
man encompasses about 12 acres, while 
islands Grissom, White and Chaffee cover 
approximately 10 acres each.

While oil is no longer a dominant in-
dustry in Long Beach, it has contributed 
mightily to our past and continues to help 
fund the city. Although the majority of net 
oil revenue goes to the State, Long Beach 
is anticipated to receive about $22 million 
in oil funds in fiscal year 2016. 

Oil in
Long

Beach
By O.G

Pictured:

 Island Grisson
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